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Our commitment to the RCAPP (Recompression Chamber Assistant & 
Partnership Programme) and the HIRA programme, and the urgent need 
to provide divers with greater assurance about air quality at remote diving 
destinations, include some of our external initiatives. Internally, we have 
grown our pool of dedicated, informed and highly skilled diving medical 
doctors, and very soon, you will fi nd that we will be supporting them with a 
dedicated communications service – an extended DAN hotline. 

We continue to move ahead, despite economic restrictions and a defi nite 
slowing down in the growth of the recreational, travelling diving industry. The 
wheel will turn as it usually does, but more importantly, we need to serve our 
mission with even greater effi ciency.

Safe diving!

Francois Burman
CEO DAN Southern Africa

FROM THE CEO’S DESK
Another six months have gone by, but the progress towards safer diving 
does not diminish. Our members have often read about how DAN extends 
the various safety programmes to our dive operators, charters, schools and 
businesses; in this issue, you will see how we continuously try to do this in 
meaningful and effective ways. 

Clearly, if we can infl uence dive operations so that we can avoid incidents 
and accidents from happening, we can make this industry much safer for all. 
Safety programmes, like the DSP (Dive Safety Partners) programme, have tried 
in real ways to encourage participation, planning and reporting, so that we 
address the key areas where history has shown accidents are likely to occur. 

There’s no point trying to fi gure out a plan to fi nd and retrieve a lost diver 
once the alarm goes out; we need to avoid this from happening. However, if 
it does happen, then we need to be prepared and resourced so that we can 
take immediate steps to recover the diver. This is a topic worth a separate 
discussion, but for now, the message is that if we do not know what we need to 
do in an emergency, and we have not practised our steps, then what hope do 
we have if we are one day called to respond to a potentially tragic situation?

DAN-SA has rolled out the next programme in our long-term safety 
strategy that will hopefully provide practical guidance, education and 
awareness in ensuring safer dive operations. The development and 
implementation of the IDAN HIRA (Hazard Identifi cation and Risk Assessment) 
programme was another of the international initiatives given to us to 
develop. After some four years of hard work, fi eld trials, countless reviews 
and many brainstorming sessions, we have now commenced with the full 
implementation of this programme around the diving world.

Ensuring buy-in from dive businesses, which are already overloaded 
with challenges and daily tasks, and probably fed up with the prospect of 
yet another accreditation or compliance requirement, is not going to be easy. 
This means that we need an even more convincing message to show dive 
businesses how hazard identifi cation, awareness and ultimately a safety 
culture is something that only they can do. The many benefi ts include safer 
diving, enhanced reputation, international recognition and ultimately, keeping 
national regulatory authorities satisfi ed so that they do not need to intervene. 
Simply put, we need to self-regulate as we truly are the ones with the most to 
gain, and to lose.

Working
to instil a culture of safety

IF WE DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
WE NEED TO DO IN AN 
EMERGENCY, AND WE HAVE 
NOT PRACTISED OUR STEPS, 
THEN WHAT HOPE DO WE 
HAVE?

‘‘

DAN SOUTHERN AFRICA – HELPING TO CHANGE MINDSETS 
AND WORKING TO INSTIL A CULTURE OF SAFETY WHERE IT 
MATTERS MOST.
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Act and go into more detail in future publications. Divers and dive 
operators need to be aware of their respective responsibilities in terms 
of our local legislation. Legislation is one of the issues we address in the 
HIRA programme. Even if your dive operation has not yet participated in 
this programme, you can start implementing some of the principles we 
address through the Alert Diver publications. We hope you fi nd it useful 
and that the information enables you to continuously improve the safety 
of your diving operations! 

On a sadder note, it is with great reluctance that we have had to 
bid Dawn Avice du Buisson, our hotline medic, farewell. She has taken 
up employment that offers her fl exibility and more direct (rather than 
telephonic) contact with clients. All our members, doctors and service 
providers who have dealt with Dawn via the hotline will agree that her 
leaving is a loss to our organisation.  Dawn, we hope that you have a 
very fruitful and fulfi lling career ahead, and we hope to involve you 
with the organisation again in future. On a 
personal note, I would like to thank Dawn for 
her excellent, professional and tireless work 
– especially with the seamless handover to 
Laurel – and for introducing us to Laurel, who 
is already showing tremendous dedication and 
passion for the DAN–SA vision and mission.

Safe diving!

Dr Jack Meintjes
Medical Director 

WE NEED TO BE AWARE 
OF OUR RESPECTIVE 
RESPONSIBILITIES IN TERMS 
OF LOCAL LEGISLATION. 

‘‘

FROM THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR’S DESK
Time fl ies when you’re having fun! Another six months gone!

We have been busy with the roll-out of our programmes (especially the 
HIRA programme), which are proving to be extremely valuable. Shortly after 
visiting the DAN America region and providing some training on the HIRA 
processes and procedures, the US Coast Guard issued a document requiring 
dive operators to implement exactly what we have been doing. It seems that all 
over the world,  dive operators are being made aware of more responsibilities 
towards their clients as well as their own employees. 

The legal atmosphere in South Africa is (luckily) somewhat less “fi erce” 
than what we see in the US or Europe, but we are also starting to see some 
changes that may impact the way in which we dive. In order to highlight 
some of the local requirements, we have decided to initiate a new series of 
articles on medico-legal matters within my area of speciality (occupational 
medicine). In this edition, we will cover the Occupational Health and Safety 

dive operators to implement exactly what we have been doing. It seems that all 
over the world,  dive operators are being made aware of more responsibilities 

The legal atmosphere in South Africa is (luckily) somewhat less “fi erce” 
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DAN Southern Africa
DAN-SA HAS ACCOMPLISHED A GREAT 
DEAL IN THE PAST 15 YEARS. INCLUDED 
IS A BREAKDOWN OF THE MILESTONES 
WHICH HAVE SHAPED DAN INTO THE 
PREFERRED PARTNER IN DIVE SAFETY.

AT A GLANCE

1996-2000
– DAN-SA is officially registered as a Section 21, not-for-profit 

organisation.
– DAN is recognised by IDAN as a valid membership organisation.
– Dr Frans Cronjé receives the Poseidon Award in recognition of his 

work in establishing the Divers Alert Network in Southern Africa.
– Dr Frans Cronjé represents DAN-SA for the first time at the IDAN 

meeting in Tokyo.
– Dr Frans Cronjé receives the DAN America Award for his contribution to 

the advancement of dive safety and diving medicine in Southern Africa.
– Dr Frans Cronjé and Francois Burman attend the UHMS meeting in 

San Antonio, Texas, where Francois Burman receives a special UHMS 
Recognition Award for his work in promoting recompression chamber 
safety through his Risk Assessment Guide for remote chambers and 
clinical hyperbaric facilities.

2001-2005
– DAN-SA moves to new premises as its staff complement grows.
– Helia Baiao joins as office administrator, and Dr Hermie Britz is appointed 

as assistant medical director. 
– DAN organises the SAUHMA Conference in Durban and presents the 

first DAN Training Extravaganza together with the training division of 
DAN America.

– DAN hosts the first Bennett and Elliott’s Physiology and Medicine of 
Diving course in Simon’s Town. 

– The first Injured Diver Workshop is held in Sodwana Bay in conjunction 
with the launch of the Dive Safety Laboratory and Marben Rate of Ascent 
Study in association with DAN Europe.

– Official launch of the Student Membership and Excursion programmes in 
the Southern African region.

– Numerous diving medicine workshops and research outreaches for 
members and the diving public at large.

 – Instructor update introducing the new Basic Life Support for Dive 
Professionals (BLSPRO) and Advanced Oxygen Provider (ADVO2) modules.

– Dr Frans Cronjé receives an award from the UHMS at the Annual 

Scientific Meeting in Quebec, Canada, for his paper “The neurological  
assessment tool for injured recreational divers.”

– Dr Frans Cronjé completes an academic fellowship in diving and 
hyperbaric medicine at Duke University, and receives the Dick Smith  
Award for postgraduate research.

– Surita Fitchat and Antoinette Walters participate in the DAN Research 
Internship Co-ordinator Training programme at DAN America. 

2006-2010
– DAN-SA builds its own office block in Midrand.
– Dr Hermie Britz is appointed as medical director of DAN-SA until 

2007, after which Dr Jack Meintjes is appointed as medical director. 
– The DSP programme is born and Morné Christou is appointed as special 

projects and marketing manager.
– Dr Frans Cronjé receives his MSc degree in Aerospace Medicine (cum 

laude) from the University of Pretoria.
– Dr Frans Cronjé and Francois Burman continue to publish books and 

papers, and present talks on diving and hyperbaric safety across the 
world.

– The Local Recompression Chamber Assistance programme is 
launched in Zanzibar with the inauguration of their recompression 
chamber. 

– The second Bennett and Elliott’s Physiology and Medicine of Diving 
course is hosted by DAN.

– The first DAN Instructor Trainer Examiner course is held in Southern 
Africa, and is presented by Jeff Myers from DAN America at the new 
DAN office. 

– The local Southern Africa Alert Diver magazine goes to print.
– DAN-SA starts with Phase I of an in-house medical hotline with the 

appointment of Dawn Carver as the DAN medic.
– The Dive Medicine for Divers course is presented for the first time in 

South Africa.
– DAN-SA launches the IDAN HIRA programme.
– Morné Christou takes the IDAN ChAtt & ChOps (Chamber Attendant and 

Chamber Operator) course to Egypt, Zanzibar and the Seychelles.

A BRIEF HISTORY
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2011-2012
 – Dr Frans Cronjé steps down as CEO and president of DAN-SA after

16 years at the helm. He is honoured at a board meeting and at the
ICHM held in Cape Town in March 2011.

 – Francois Burman takes over as DAN-SA CEO.
 – Numerous medical workshops, research and safety training courses

are presented around the region.
 – Morné Christou takes the ChAtt & ChOps course to the Maldives.
 – Francois Burman launches the IDAN Nuts & Bolts course in Zanzibar,

Honduras and Poland.
 – DAN-SA commences with Phase II: a 24/7/365 in-house medical

hotline service with the appointment of Laurel Reyneke as the
second DAN medic.

www.dansa.org

Whatever
your diving journey,

DAN is with you
 every step of the way.
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IGNORING
WARNING SIGNS

When the nightmare
becomes
A REALITY

WINTER DIVING
IN CAPE TOWN

Evolution of
BREATH-HOLD DIVINGDIVERS ALERT NETWORK

MEMBERSHIP FIGURES
Membership figures for 2011
The membership figures change daily 
with applications, renewals, cancellations 
and lapses.
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Non-divers

Students
Temporary members
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8 977 8 952 8 764 8 731

3 380 3 367 3 298 3 301

925 542 469 679
47 87 103 126

Outside SA region

In SA region

Conversions

Student membership figures for 2008-2011
The number of student applicants rose 
dramatically in 2008, and the conversion 
rate of eligible students from the SA region 
increased from 8% in 2007 to 14% in 2010 
and 2011. 

2008 2009 2010 2011
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433 502682
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DAN SOUTHERN AFRICA 
ALERT DIVER
We have successfully published 
seven editions of the local Alert 
Diver magazine. With each issue 
we increase the amount of 
local content but still continue 
to add information from DAN 
America and DAN Europe that is 
relevant to our members.

AD
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HERMIE Britz qualified as a medical doctor in 1989 at the 
University of Pretoria. After her internship she 

started her career in emergency medicine at the Steve Biko Hospital Emergency 
Centre in Pretoria. Hermie then went on to become vice-principal of the 
Transvaal Ambulance Training College in Pretoria for two years, after which 
she opened the first 24-hour emergency centre at Muelmed Mediclinic private 
hospital in Pretoria. She has been a part of Muelmed Mediclinic since 1993.

When emergency medicine became a full specialty with the Health 
Professions Council of South Africa, Hermie was registered as a specialist 
in emergency medicine in 1996, and received the Fellowship in Emergency 
Medicine from the College of Medicine of South Africa in 2007.

Hermie’s interest in diving and diving medicine started after she 
completed her first NAUI scuba diver course in 1995 and the Dive Medical 
Examiners course at the Institute for Maritime Medicine in Simon’s Town. 

Hermie also completed various diving and hyperbaric medicine courses in the 
early 90s. In 1998, Hermie qualified as a diving instructor.

Hermie was involved with MRI’s DivEvac product and worked at the 
hyperbaric chamber at Eugene Marais Hospital in Pretoria with Dr Frans Cronjé 
for a number of years. Since Dr Frans Cronjé founded DAN Southern Africa in 
1996, Hermie played an active role as one of the DAN physicians and became 
assistant medical director in 2000, and medical director during October 2005.

As president of SAUHMA (the Southern African Underwater and 
Hyperbaric Medical Association) during the period 2001-2003, and a member 
of the SAUHMA committee from 1999-2007, Hermie has been involved in 
arranging a number of SAUHMA conferences and has presented papers at 
the conferences from 2001-2005. During this period (2002) she received her 
BScHons (Aerospace Medicine) degree from the University of Pretoria. Hermie 
also holds a certificate in Travel Medicine.

Hermie’s main interests in diving medicine include diving fatalities, medical 
support during deep dives in remote locations, and PFO (patent foramen ovale) 
studies and follow-ups. She is currently still involved in PFO testing.

On behalf of DAN, Hermie has been involved with a few special workshops 
in her field of interest, and has presented at the following workshops:
– Lost Diver Workshop
– Investigating Diving Facilities
– Emergency Management and Triage of Diving Medical 

Emergencies
– Why Do Technical Divers Die?
Hermie has attended a number of post-mortem examinations on behalf of 
DAN and has published an article on the late Dave Shaw’s accident, together 
with Dr Frans Cronjé, Dr Simon Mitchell and Dr Jack Meintjes, named Fatal 
Respiratory Failure During a “Technical” Rebreather Dive at Extreme Pressure.

Hermie has provided medical back-up for various deep diving 
expeditions, namely:
– Wright Canyon Coelacanth Expedition, 1998, Sodwana Bay (120 m)
– Jesser Canyon Coelacanth Expedition, 2001, Sodwana Bay (105 m)
– Women’s Deep Diving World Record attempt, 2001, Boesmansgat, 

Danielskuil (187 m) – Verna van Schaik
– Polish Deep Diving Record, 2003, Boesmansgat, Danielskuil 

(196 m) – Leszek Czarnecki
– Men’s Deep Diving World Record, 2004, Dahab, Red Sea, Egypt 

(270 m) – Nuno Gomes
– Men’s Deep Diving World Record, 2005, Dahab, Red Sea, Egypt 

(318.25 m) – Nuno Gomes (logistical support only)
Due to personal reasons, Hermie resigned as the medical director of DAN at 
the end of 2006. She became a member of the DAN Board in early 2011 and is 
back as part of the DAN medical team as assistant medical director.

Dr Hermie Britz

www.dansa.org6 AlertDIVER
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– Emergency Management and Triage of Diving Medical 

Emergencies
– Why Do Technical Divers Die?
Hermie has attended a number of post-mortem examinations on behalf of 
DAN and has published an article on the late Dave Shaw’s accident, together 
with Dr Frans Cronjé, Dr Simon Mitchell and Dr Jack Meintjes, named Fatal
Respiratory Failure During a “Technical” Rebreather Dive at Extreme Pressure.

Hermie has provided medical back-up for various deep diving 
expeditions, namely:
– Wright Canyon Coelacanth Expedition, 1998, Sodwana Bay (120 m)
– Jesser Canyon Coelacanth Expedition, 2001, Sodwana Bay (105 m)
– Women’s Deep Diving World Record attempt, 2001, Boesmansgat, 

Danielskuil (187 m) – Verna van Schaik
– Polish Deep Diving Record, 2003, Boesmansgat, Danielskuil 

(196 m) – Leszek Czarnecki
– Men’s Deep Diving World Record, 2004, Dahab, Red Sea, Egypt 

(270 m) – Nuno Gomes
– Men’s Deep Diving World Record, 2005, Dahab, Red Sea, Egypt 

(318.25 m) – Nuno Gomes (logistical support only)
Due to personal reasons, Hermie resigned as the medical director of DAN at 
the end of 2006. She became a member of the DAN Board in early 2011 and is 
back as part of the DAN medical team as assistant medical director.

Dr Hermie Britz
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DAN, MY BEST DIVE BUDDY
I have been diving since 1996 and had never bothered with DAN – probably 
because I believed that one had to do something really stupid to get the 
bends. To my detriment I learnt that this is not the case. Early in December 
2010, I was on holiday in Indonesia – on my own – and as Murphy would have 
it my trusted dive computer unexpectedly bombed on the fi rst day. The diving 
was superb and as I had a dive boat and dive crew to myself, I was comfortable 
to work with the DM’s readings. We were diving three dives a day mostly at 
depths of 20-25 m with more than hour-long intervals between each dive. 
However, on most days during one of the dives we encountered some current, 
but as I am a particularly strong swimmer, this did not worry me. During all of 
the dives in current we still had hour-long dives and I surfaced with at least 50 
bar so I wasn’t concerned about overexertion. 

Then, on the fi fth day and after the 15th dive, I started feeling pains in my 
body as if every muscle was literally on fi re. I also felt a bit nauseous (I didn’t eat 
my lunch, which normally I would have devoured), had a skin rash and was a bit 
unstable on my feet. Not remembering anything about the bends from my dive 
course, I sent an sms to my husband in Johannesburg, who did some research 
and then suggested that I might have DCS. I was on a small island off the city of 
Manado, but because I wasn’t a DAN member, the resort manager was reluctant 
to send me to the chamber on the mainland. She called the dive doctors at the 
hospital in Manado, who suggested that I go on oxygen for at least two hours and 
(in between the hourly doses) drink 3 ℓ of warm water (within a half-hour period 
– yucky!). The manager was particularly pedantic and went through each dive on
the DM’s dive computer and all were well within safety limits. As this happened 
at the end of my trip, I had to delay my fl ight for three days (at my own cost) and 
thought, somewhat thankfully, that I had survived relatively unscathed. But, 
unbeknownst to me, the ordeal wasn’t over yet. 

I arrived home in Johannesburg on the public holiday (16 December) 
and noticed that my foot started swelling to the point that I was eventually 
unable to walk. My husband got in touch with DAN (yes, in the evening of the 
public holiday!) and the call centre put him in touch with a DAN doctor who 

called me immediately. He was concerned about thrombosis, etc. due to the 
long overnight fl ight from Singapore, combined with the risk of having had 
the bends, and suggested we go to the nearest emergency room. I was then 
hospitalised for four days with a condition called cellulitis (no, this is not 
when all the cellulite from one’s thigh migrates to one’s ankle!). Stupidly I had 
ignored a blister on my heel that did not appear infected but was caused by 
the fi n strap rubbing through the bootie during the strenuous swimming. This 
small, “innocent” blister had infected the soft tissue of my whole foot. During 
this time the DAN doctor (I wish I could remember his name) from Cape Town 
phoned my husband every day (weekend included) as did the DAN call centre. 
The care and attention only stopped when I was discharged from hospital. 
What impressed both my husband and me was that we were not DAN members 
at the time. We were both overwhelmed by the level of care as neither of us 
had ever experienced such superior service before, even from services that we 
pay for. I know I wouldn’t have received anything like this kind of care from my 
GP who would have charged handsomely for each consultation or call. I make 
a living from training businesses to deliver and wish I could model DAN as the 
epitome of a superb service orientation.

I was lucky to have had a mild form of DCS, but from then on I have never, 
nor will I ever, dive again without DAN! If you think it will never happen to you 
consider this: I am fi t. I speed walk about 1 000 km a year, successfully climbed 
Kilimanjaro a few years ago and can get into a pool and swim a kilometre with 
ease. The dive doctor (recommended by DAN) in Johannesburg assured me that 
anyone can get the bends at any time and in his words, “Many DMs are either 
too inexperienced or too stupid to know that diving three dives a day for more 
than a few days consecutively will virtually guarantee it”.

I want to thank the DAN crew who cared for me and can assure you, I am 
now a very committed DAN member.

DAN member
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DAN, MY BEST DIVE BUDDY
I have been diving since 1996 and had never bothered with DAN – probably 
because I believed that one had to do something really stupid to get the 
bends. To my detriment I learnt that this is not the case. Early in December 
2010, I was on holiday in Indonesia – on my own – and as Murphy would have 
it my trusted dive computer unexpectedly bombed on the first day. The diving 
was superb and as I had a dive boat and dive crew to myself, I was comfortable 
to work with the DM’s readings. We were diving three dives a day mostly at 
depths of 20-25 m with more than hour-long intervals between each dive. 
However, on most days during one of the dives we encountered some current, 
but as I am a particularly strong swimmer, this did not worry me. During all of 
the dives in current we still had hour-long dives and I surfaced with at least 50 
bar so I wasn’t concerned about overexertion. 

Then, on the fifth day and after the 15th dive, I started feeling pains in my
body as if every muscle was literally on fire. I also felt a bit nauseous (I didn’t eat
my lunch, which normally I would have devoured), had a skin rash and was a bit
unstable on my feet. Not remembering anything about the bends from my dive
course, I sent an sms to my husband in Johannesburg, who did some research
and then suggested that I might have DCS. I was on a small island off the city of
Manado, but because I wasn’t a DAN member, the resort manager was reluctant
to send me to the chamber on the mainland. She called the dive doctors at the
hospital in Manado, who suggested that I go on oxygen for at least two hours and
(in between the hourly doses) drink 3 ℓ of warm water (within a half-hour period
– yucky!). The manager was particularly pedantic and went through each dive on
the DM’s dive computer and all were well within safety limits. As this happened
at the end of my trip, I had to delay my flight for three days (at my own cost) and
thought, somewhat thankfully, that I had survived relatively unscathed. But,
unbeknownst to me, the ordeal wasn’t over yet.

I arrived home in Johannesburg on the public holiday (16 December) 
and noticed that my foot started swelling to the point that I was eventually 
unable to walk. My husband got in touch with DAN (yes, in the evening of the 
public holiday!) and the call centre put him in touch with a DAN doctor who 

called me immediately. He was concerned about thrombosis, etc. due to the 
long overnight flight from Singapore, combined with the risk of having had 
the bends, and suggested we go to the nearest emergency room. I was then 
hospitalised for four days with a condition called cellulitis (no, this is not 
when all the cellulite from one’s thigh migrates to one’s ankle!). Stupidly I had 
ignored a blister on my heel that did not appear infected but was caused by 
the fin strap rubbing through the bootie during the strenuous swimming. This 
small, “innocent” blister had infected the soft tissue of my whole foot. During 
this time the DAN doctor (I wish I could remember his name) from Cape Town 
phoned my husband every day (weekend included) as did the DAN call centre. 
The care and attention only stopped when I was discharged from hospital. 
What impressed both my husband and me was that we were not DAN members 
at the time. We were both overwhelmed by the level of care as neither of us 
had ever experienced such superior service before, even from services that we 
pay for. I know I wouldn’t have received anything like this kind of care from my 
GP who would have charged handsomely for each consultation or call. I make 
a living from training businesses to deliver and wish I could model DAN as the 
epitome of a superb service orientation.

I was lucky to have had a mild form of DCS, but from then on I have never, 
nor will I ever, dive again without DAN! If you think it will never happen to you 
consider this: I am fit. I speed walk about 1 000 km a year, successfully climbed 
Kilimanjaro a few years ago and can get into a pool and swim a kilometre with 
ease. The dive doctor (recommended by DAN) in Johannesburg assured me that 
anyone can get the bends at any time and in his words, “Many DMs are either 
too inexperienced or too stupid to know that diving three dives a day for more 
than a few days consecutively will virtually guarantee it”.

I want to thank the DAN crew who cared for me and can assure you, I am 
now a very committed DAN member.

DAN member
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RESEARCH DAYS
We invite all divers to participate in our lung function study. Divers who 
experience ear problems before or after a dive are welcome to visit the 
DAN research station and ask the DAN doctor to inspect their ears (using 
a video otoscope).

We encourage all divers to participate in our international dive 
data collection research project: DAN Project Dive Exploration. Diver 
profiles will allow the DAN doctors to better understand problems divers 
experience in different diving environments. 

24 November: Miracle Waters (Gauteng)

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION & RISK ASSESSMENT (HIRA) 
PROGRAMME 
Our goal for 2012 is to officially launch the HIRA programme in the DAN 
Southern Africa region. During the course of the year we will be visiting 
dive charters in the Western Cape, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Mozambique 
and possibly Mauritius to complete the assessment and in so doing help 
improve the safety of scuba diving.  

I HAVE NEVER, NOR WILL I 
EVER, DIVE AGAIN WITHOUT 
DAN! ‘‘

Comment from Dr Frans Cronjé
It is always a source of great joy to hear this type of testimonial from our 
members. DAN was founded on a culture of shared enjoyment of the aquatic 
realm and the desire to help fellow divers in need. Responses like these are 
welcome affirmations that the original spirit continues. What is important 
about this story is that the problem was not specifically diving-related, but 
it did happen in a diving context. As such it was important that the various 
professionals involved had an understanding of general medicine as well as 
diving medicine (and several of us were involved). This allowed us to tease out 
the important features and facts so as to assure the right treatment, at the 
right facility, at the right time. That is what makes DAN different.

Alert Diver is read almost exclusively by the members of DAN. As such, 
important messages like these do not reach non-members unless our members 
make the material available to them or talk to them about it. As such, we 
would really like to ask you – as our loyal DAN members – to tell your diving 
buddies about DAN and the value of being a DAN member. DAN is so much 
more than diving medical cover. DAN represents a culture of care – a heart for 
diving. It goes beyond helping in the occasional emergency towards serving 
and protecting the very enjoyment of this wonderful sport of diving!

Comment from Dr Jack Meintjes
Many divers who are away on a diving holiday will perform multiple dives per 
day for a series of days. They incorrectly assume that staying within the “safe 
parameters” of diving tables or a dive computer will protect them against 
developing decompression sickness, but consider the following:
1. It does not matter whether you strap the dive computer on a female, male, 

fit or unfit person (or even a rock!), it will allow each one the same “safe” 
dive profile. It is clear that neither a dive computer nor diving tables could 
accurately model human physiology. In fact, many of these models accept 
up to a 5% risk (meaning that one in 20 persons will bend if they dive to 
the limits of the model).

2. To totally desaturate (eliminate all nitrogen from your body) after a dive, 
requires six half-times, which is linked to a specific tissue type (after 
one half-time you have eliminated 50%, after two half-times you have 
eliminated 75%, after three half-times you have eliminated 87.5% and 
so forth). We usually distinguish between “fast” tissues (e.g. spinal cord 
and brain) and “slow” tissues (e.g. bones and tendons) when it comes 
to saturation with nitrogen during diving. When looking at the most 
commonly used diving tables and the mathematical models used in dive 
computers, the diver is considered a “new diver” after a period of 12 

DAN EVENTS 
FOR 2012

hours. This would mean that the longest half-life considered in these 
mathematical models is two hours (since 6 x 2-hour half-lives would lead 
to total desaturation). Physiologically we know that this is simply not 
true. There are “slow” tissues with half-lives that far exceed these times! 
The implication is that with a subsequent dive you will be loading these 
tissues again, before they have fully desaturated. The resultant effect will 
be that you have more nitrogen dissolved in these tissues than what is 
predicted by the mathematical model. So, if you do repetitive dives expect 
to develop DCS in the tissues that are not adequately taken into account 
in these models (now you know why you felt the pain in the hip/elbow/
shoulder, even though you stayed within the limits of the table!).

To deal with these concerns, divers should refrain from performing multiple 
dives without taking a “non-diving” day to relax and enjoy some other activity 
while ensuring adequate desaturation of the slower tissues. This is even more 
important if you plan to fly back home. It goes without saying that doing 
multiple dives in a remote location will also jeopardise your safety.
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IN PREPARATION FOR YOUR NEXT DIVING 
HOLIDAY, DAN HAS DEVISED A FEW 
HELPFUL TRAVEL SAFETY TIPS TO ENSURE 
YOU MAKE THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TRIP.

Hotline safety tips  

AD

AS DAN members embark on their dive getaways for the holidays,
there are important safety tips every diver needs to take into 

consideration. We present these tips, adding our own DAN twist to a few 
pointers mentioned in Baz Luhrmann’s ever-popular sunscreen song, 
“Everybody’s Free (to Wear Sunscreen)”. 
Use sunscreen: The long-term benefits of sunscreen have been proven by 
scientists.

From the DAN medics.
By the DAN team

Enjoy your youth: Dive, travel and dive some more, and become oblivious to 
the wrinkles you may imprint from squinting into the sun and from the salty 
water. Trust us, when your youth has faded, you’ll look back at photos and 
fondly recall each twinge of excitement you felt, grasping onto the hopes of 
seeing that whale shark, coelacanth, dugong or great white. 
Don’t worry: DAN is your buddy. Be sure to check that your membership 
status is active and keep the DAN hotline number handy for medical advice, 
which is available 24/7/365 worldwide. Don’t forget to activate roaming on 
your cell phone. 
Don’t be reckless: Don’t put up with people who are reckless with your life.
Stretch: Rest after a dive, relax and take in the breeze… ah, enjoy life!
Travel: Don’t feel guilty to travel the world and dive in exotic places.
Be kind to your knees: Keep in shape and be fit for that swim in the ocean 
current. Have your regular check-ups with your dive physician, and follow his 
or her advice with regard to medication and diving.
Read the map directions: Familiarise yourself with your surroundings and 
what emergency resources are available in the area. Choose a DAN Dive Safety 
Partner as your guide.
Accept certain inalienable truths: Never bolt to the surface and hold your 
breath. Contrary to belief, you are not a fish; you need your lungs. An arterial 
gas embolism is not a pretty friend. Be sure to stick to your dive tables to plan 
a safe dive. If you develop tingles, dizziness or other symptoms, remain calm 
and call the hotline to have them checked.
Don’t mess too much with your ears: Equalise early and often to protect your 
delicate tympanic membranes (eardrums). You’ll need these organs well into 
your geriatric years – how else will you hear your great-grandchildren? Don’t 
forget to equalise your mask – no need to look like a red-eyed Dracula! 
Be careful whose advice you buy: Take a refresher course if you are out of 
practise, revise skills and boost your confidence. Be current with your CPR and 
first aid skills and make sure you’re able to offer assistance to a fellow diver or 
buddy in need, whether it’s neuro assessments, hazardous marine life injury 
treatments or oxygen administration. Remember to supply oxygen first when 
DCI is suspected.
Don’t rely on luck: Protect yourself against malaria, as well as other bites, stings 
and tricky encounters with venomous creatures under and above the water.
Water: Make sure you are well hydrated. Remember, alcohol and diving don’t mix.

But whatever you do – trust us on the sunscreen…
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Occupational 
Health and Safety 
Legislation
By Dr Jack Meintjes (specialist in occupational medicine)

and the Recreational Diver
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Occupational
Health and Safety
Legislation
By Dr Jack Meintjes (specialist in occupational medicine)

and the Recreational Diver
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DR MEINTJES DISCUSSES HOW THE 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT 
AFFECTS RECREATIONAL DIVERS AND 
DIVE OPERATORS IN THIS LEGISLATIVE 
FRAMEWORK AND OVERVIEW.

Occupational
Health and Safety
Legislation

The Occupational Health and Safety Act provides 
details on proper health and safety conditions in a 
working environment. Images by Michael Hindley.

OUR Constitution states that “This Constitution is the supreme law 
of the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid, 

and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled”. Within the Constitution it 
is then specifically stated that each individual has the right to “an environment 
that is not harmful to their health or well-being”. This sentence, however, 
provides very little information on whether a working environment is healthy 
and safe. In fact, the same problem is encountered whenever we read the rest 
of the Bill of Rights – one sentence provides a principle, but very little (or no) 
details are provided. 

In order to shed more light on the matter, legislation is cascaded down, 
providing more information with each step. The first step is to enact a 
number of acts, which would shed more light on each of the items listed in 
the Constitution. For instance, the right to “fair labour practices” is described 
in more detail in acts like the Labour Relations Act, Employment Equity Act 
and the Basic Conditions of Employment Act. In order to provide more details 
on what a healthy and safe working environment would look like, we have 
(amongst others) the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA). 

Although each of the acts promulgated in terms of the Constitution 
provide more information, the details on exactly how it should be implemented 
are found in a number of regulations published under each of these acts. Under 
the OHSA we for instance have the regulations as per the table (on page 15).

This is not a comprehensive table and there are a number of regulations 
that are not listed. In terms of our discussion of health and safety in the diving 
environment, the Diving Regulations, 2009 is of relevance. Therefore, to 
know whether the working environment of a diver is safe, more information 
is provided in terms of the Diving Regulations, 2009. However, although 
these regulations apply to all persons who dive within the borders of South 
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working procedures in place and implemented. Employers should seriously 
consider how they would “control” such a working environment, since even 
if employees don’t keep to policies and procedures, the employer would still 
carry accountability to show how the policy was implemented or enforced (e.g. 
through disciplinary procedures as appropriate).

One of the other large concerns relates to Section 9 of the OHSA (the general 
duties of employers and self-employed persons to persons other than their 
employees). This section of the act requires you to undertake your business 
in such a manner as to ensure that persons who are not your own employees 
are not affected by your activities (or omitted activities). This means that dive 
operators carry a responsibility towards clients. We would strongly advise all 
operators to have policies and procedures in place to show that they take this 

WE WOULD STRONGLY 
ADVISE ALL OPERATORS 
TO HAVE POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES IN PLACE TO 
SHOW THAT THEY TAKE THIS 
RESPONSIBILITY SERIOUSLY.

‘‘
Africa, Regulation 2 specifically states that the regulations do not apply to 
“recreational dive masters or diving instructors” and people who are “engaged 
in diving projects where they are not considered employees at work”. A 
thorough search would reveal that there is currently no set of regulations that 
pertain specifically to the health and safety of recreational divers. However, 
this does not mean that this occupational sphere is not regulated; the 
opposite is in fact true! Although there is no specific set of regulations under 
the act that would apply to recreational diving (specifically dive masters and 
diving instructors, who will be considered employees in terms of the act) the 
OHSA itself (as well as all of the other regulations under the act) would still 
apply. This is not necessarily a good approach, since it leaves a huge opening 
for interpretation (to both sides of an argument). It is my view that it would be 
much better to have regulations that specifically apply to recreational diving, 
so that everyone is clear on what the expectations are and what a “healthy 
and safe work environment” means when considering recreational diving as 
your occupation.

As it currently stands, the requirements for a healthy and safe workplace 
for dive masters and diving instructors are contained in all the regulations 
under the OHSA, and we will highlight a few of these in future articles. As 
a broad principle, the employers of such persons should be aware of the 
requirement in the act to provide a workplace that is “safe and without risks 
to health”. This would include both the in-water and topside work they are 
required to do. In order to ensure this, employees should be provided with 
equipment, machinery, etc., that is in a good and safe working condition 
and (equally important) there should be written policies and standard 

Employers in the recreational diving field should consider 
how to make their workplace safe and without risks to health.
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Working environment/
equipment/conditions

Regulations that provide more 
details

Construction industry Construction Regulations, 2003

Driven machinery Driven Machinery Regulations, 1988

General machinery General Machinery Regulations, 
1988

Electrical equipment and machinery Electrical Machinery Regulations, 
1988
Electrical Installation Regulations, 
1992

General working environment Environmental Regulations 
for Workplaces, 1987

Explosives Explosives Regulations, 2002

General facilities at work Facilities Regulations, 1988

General safety General Safety Regulations, 1986

Biological agents Regulations for Hazardous
Biological Agents, 2001

Chemical substances Regulations for Hazardous
Chemical Substances, 1995

Lead Lead Regulations, 2001

Asbestos Asbestos Regulations, 2001

Noise Noise Induced Hearing Loss 
Regulations, 2003

Pressure equipment Pressure Equipment
Regulations, 2009

responsibility seriously. Common practices involve filling of client cylinders 
(without dumping gas obtained at another operator), filling of cylinders that 
are not in-date (in accordance with the Pressure Equipment Regulations, 
2009), guarding of moving machinery, rails on heights, etc. An indemnity form 
should be signed by all clients who want to use their own equipment.

Another major shortcoming is the requirement [in Section 8(2)(d)] to 
identify all the hazards associated with the operation, assessing the risks 
associated therewith and to implement measures to eliminate or manage the 
risks appropriately. Although this is performed in an informal manner, very few 
operators are able to show “evidence” of these procedures when confronted in 
a court situation. We are still relatively free from litigation in the South African 
context, but the legal climate is definitely changing. Our other DAN regions 
(e.g. DAN Europe) have introduced specific cover for these risks also – i.e. the 
risk of legal action against operators (and not just the membership benefits we 
offer in South Africa). 

Larger operations (more than 20 employees) are legally required to have 
health and safety representatives appointed (in accordance with the specific 
procedures). These representatives (and the health and safety committees) 
should discuss matters related to health and safety and ensure continuous 
improvement in these matters. It would be helpful for operators to keep data 
of incidents (including near misses) and to link this to denominator data (e.g. 
how many problems are experienced per number of dives/number of air fills/
number of boat launches, etc.).

How do we address this? DAN-SA has implemented the HIRA programme 
(which you can read about in this and previous editions of Alert Diver). This 
helps operators to ensure their operations are managed in a safe and healthy 
manner. We can provide you with more information if required.

In the next edition we will discuss matters relating to occupational 
injuries and diseases, such as barotrauma and decompression sickness. AD

Dive operators carry a 
responsibility towards clients.
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Working environment/
equipment/conditions

Regulations that provide more 
details

Construction industry Construction Regulations, 2003

Driven machinery Driven Machinery Regulations, 1988

General machinery General Machinery Regulations, 
1988

Electrical equipment and machinery Electrical Machinery Regulations, 
1988
Electrical Installation Regulations, 
1992

General working environment Environmental Regulations 
for Workplaces, 1987

Explosives Explosives Regulations, 2002

General facilities at work Facilities Regulations, 1988

General safety General Safety Regulations, 1986

Biological agents Regulations for Hazardous 
Biological Agents, 2001

Chemical substances Regulations for Hazardous 
Chemical Substances, 1995

Lead Lead Regulations, 2001

Asbestos Asbestos Regulations, 2001

Noise Noise Induced Hearing Loss 
Regulations, 2003

Pressure equipment Pressure Equipment 
Regulations, 2009

responsibility seriously. Common practices involve filling of client cylinders 
(without dumping gas obtained at another operator), filling of cylinders that 
are not in-date (in accordance with the Pressure Equipment Regulations, 
2009), guarding of moving machinery, rails on heights, etc. An indemnity form 
should be signed by all clients who want to use their own equipment.

Another major shortcoming is the requirement [in Section 8(2)(d)] to 
identify all the hazards associated with the operation, assessing the risks 
associated therewith and to implement measures to eliminate or manage the 
risks appropriately. Although this is performed in an informal manner, very few 
operators are able to show “evidence” of these procedures when confronted in 
a court situation. We are still relatively free from litigation in the South African 
context, but the legal climate is definitely changing. Our other DAN regions 
(e.g. DAN Europe) have introduced specific cover for these risks also – i.e. the 
risk of legal action against operators (and not just the membership benefits we 
offer in South Africa). 

Larger operations (more than 20 employees) are legally required to have 
health and safety representatives appointed (in accordance with the specific 
procedures). These representatives (and the health and safety committees) 
should discuss matters related to health and safety and ensure continuous 
improvement in these matters. It would be helpful for operators to keep data 
of incidents (including near misses) and to link this to denominator data (e.g. 
how many problems are experienced per number of dives/number of air fills/
number of boat launches, etc.).

How do we address this? DAN-SA has implemented the HIRA programme 
(which you can read about in this and previous editions of Alert Diver). This 
helps operators to ensure their operations are managed in a safe and healthy 
manner. We can provide you with more information if required.

In the next edition we will discuss matters relating to occupational 
injuries and diseases, such as barotrauma and decompression sickness. AD

Dive operators carry a 
responsibility towards clients.
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DAN’s BAsIc LIfE suppoRt AND fIRst AID 
couRsEs offER thE uLtImAtE soLutIoN 
foR DIVERs wIshINg to fuRthER thEIR 
kNowLEDgE IN DIVE sAfEty.

Basic Life 
Support
&
First Aid 
courses

By Guy Thomas

ALmost six years have passed since DAN Europe 
developed the DAN Basic Life Support (BLS) 

course. This course immediately became popular amongst divers, several dive 
organisations, rescue teams and law enforcement agencies, but the success of 
the course did not only remain within the DAN Europe region! Two years ago, 
DAN America adopted the DAN Europe BLS course along with the DAN Europe 
First Aid course, and now DAN Southern Africa has followed suit and has 
decided to offer both these courses to divers in its region.

This collaboration between the different IDAN offices shows the 
international character of DAN. Courses developed in one region get 
adopted in other regions to make sure all divers have access to the same 
courses and knowledge.

For the launch of the DAN BLS and First Aid courses in the DAN 
Southern Africa region, Guy Thomas, director of training and operations 

from DAN Europe, was invited to visit South Africa and launch the courses in 
Johannesburg and Cape Town. A group of 20 instructors (11 in Johannesburg 
and nine in Cape Town) participated in a special three-day training event, and 
are now certified as DAN BLS and First Aid instructors.
The workshop was divided into three parts:
– The actual DAN BLS/First Aid course
– How to teach DAN Provider courses

 – Adding value to courses and marketing
What became immediately obvious to the participants, most of them already 
BLS and First Aid instructors affiliated to other training organisations, was 
the training method used during the workshop. Although many training 
organisations have a BLS and first aid programme, the approach used by DAN 
Training is focussed on quality and additional course value.

DAN is not just another player in the market, but recognised as a 

The DAN workshop presented the DAN BLS and First Aid courses.
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DAN BLS AND FIRST AID COURSE SKILLS
While the BLS course incorporates skills such as CPR, the recovery 
position, choking, severe bleeding and shock management, the First Aid 
course teaches students how to perform an illness and injury assessment 
and how to provide first aid for several possible medical conditions, 
including hyperventilation, asthma, a heart attack, an altered level of 
consciousness, abdominal pain, allergic reactions, a diabetic emergency, 
poisoning, a stroke, convulsions, and alcohol and drug intoxication.

Other skills in the First Aid course include wound treatment 
and bandaging, immobilisation techniques, emergency moves and 
temperature-related injuries. 

specialised diving medical organisation. Therefore the DAN courses need to 
maintain a high standard of quality. It is not DAN’s intention to have a course 
that can be taught in one or two hours, so the DAN BLS and First Aid courses 
focus on the outcome of the students, and therefore DAN encourages its 
instructors to use appropriate educational tools to make sure students are 
competent at the end of the course.

The additional value mentioned before includes the use of complete, 
quality student kits and materials, and also includes the use of specialised 
materials to increase the course quality. One of the goals of DAN Training 
is not only to provide a good and solid training programme, but to ensure 
students feel confident once certified. In order to do this, DAN Training 
recommends and uses special educational tools such as the Act Fast Anti-
Choking Vest. This particular vest makes it possible for students to correctly 
practise the back slaps and Heimlich manoeuvre on another student. When we 

DAN makes use of quality student kits and 
materials to supplement the courses.
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DAN TRAINING 
RECOMMENDS AND USES 
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL 
TOOLS.

‘‘
first introduced the Act Fast Anti-Choking Vest, the reactions of the instructors 
were overwhelming! Most of them have been teaching the choking skill 
for many years, but have never been able to correctly demonstrate to their 
students how to properly assist a person who is choking.

With the Act Fast Anti-Choking Vest, students who perform the Heimlich 
manoeuvre in a correct way will notice a foreign object flying out of the 
artificial airway of the vest. A plastic stomach with an airway shows exactly 
what happens when the Heimlich manoeuvre is performed correctly. It’s 
incredible that such a simple tool can teach life-saving procedures in an easy 
and effective way, while presenting a fun training environment that creates 
competent and confident students.

The workshop candidates also enjoyed the fact that the course 
information is explained in a simple and clear manner, including an 
explanation of why certain actions need to be taken.

THE WORKSHOPS
During the first part of the workshop the instructors were re-trained in basic 
life support and first aid, and introduced to the BLS and First Aid course 
materials in detail. After one and a half days of fun, but solid BLS and first aid 
training, the DAN Training methodology was introduced – an easy and effective 
system that makes sure all DAN instructors teach skills and evaluate candidates 
in the same way, while DAN instructor trainers are able to evaluate DAN 
instructors using a standardised system.

DAN Europe’s suggestion on how instructors should teach the courses was 
well received by the workshop candidates and they immediately understood the 
benefits of the system. After half a day of micro teaching exercises, candidates 
were also comfortable and confident to teach the DAN first aid skills.

On the last day there was a marketing workshop that showed the 
advantages of the DAN website, and how to organise and promote DAN courses 
successfully. After three days of hard work all candidates were certified as DAN 
BLS and First Aid instructors (or instructor trainers) and were motivated to start 
offering these new DAN courses in their own dive centres. AD

DAN BLS and First Aid courses teach 
valuable survival skills for divers.

Learning the Heimlich manoeuvre.
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We’ve got you
covered while training

Entry-Level Student Dive Accident Cover
Emergency Hotline and Medical Information Line

Emergency Evacuation Cover
Hospitalisation

Medical and Chamber Treatment
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DAN HIRA 
PROGRAMME
By Dr Cecilia Roberts

DAN Is puttINg sAfEty fIRst wIth thE hIRA 
pRogRAmmE, whIch Is quIckly gAININg IN 
populARIty both oVERsEAs AND IN south AfRIcA.

sINcE the introduction of the DAN Hazard Identification and 
Risk Assessment (HIRA) programme, a lot of interest to 

engage in this preventative approach to dive safety has been shown by those 
in the diving profession. This primarily South African-born initiative, fully 
supported and endorsed by the IDAN fraternity, is rapidly spreading through the 
US as well as Europe. This is largely due to our dedicated team of experienced 
assessors who are committed to making DAN’s mission of preventing incidents 
and accidents a key priority by promoting “Safety First”. The initiative is carried 
through to all aspects of dive operations, from the health and safety of staff 

members to boat operations, training, gas refills and equipment, to name 
a few. Apart from promoting and supporting a culture of safety amongst 
participating diving service providers, we aim to empower dive operators to 
identify hazards which may pose a health and/or safety risk to either diving 
clients or staff, to control and mitigate these risks and ensure that their 
activities are undertaken with appropriate awareness.

The DAN HIRA programme, brainchild of Dr Alessandro Marroni (DAN 
Europe) and Francois Burman (DAN-SA CEO), and developed firstly by Dr Jack 
Meintjes, and eventually brought to fruition by Dr Cecilia Roberts, was first 

After DAN introduced the HIRA programme in South 
Africa, it was off to the US and Europe.
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trialled in Cyprus with the assessment of Dive-In, Larnaca – a fully-equipped 
and well-established dive business.

DAN HIRA was introduced in South Africa with the assessment of 
Sodwana Bay Lodge Scuba Centre in 2011. Here we were presented with the 
opportunity to spend a few days discussing policies and procedures, and to 
observe the operations of the dive centre, appraising the pre-emptive safety of 
this set-up and suggesting recommendations where necessary and applicable. 
This provided an excellent opportunity to start fine-tuning the approach 
and structure of the assessment and reporting thereof, to improve assessor 
expertise, as well as empower and educate the participating operators in their 
everyday operation safety.

Next up was launching DAN HIRA in the Cape Peninsula with the 
assessment of four dive centres: Underwater Explorers in Table View, 
Pisces Dive Centre in Glencairn, Dive Action in Paarden Eiland and Alpha 
Dive Centre in Somerset West. This intensive week of evaluation posed the 
ideal opportunity for our new Southern African assessor, Morné Christou, to 
refine his skills and knowledge, as well as strengthen our already exciting 
business partnerships. It also provided us with the opportunity to realise the 
challenges and issues each operator faces, while being able to reassure them 
of our support and ongoing service.

In January 2012 the DAN HIRA programme was presented to keen assessors in 
the US. After a visit to the DAN America offices in Durham, North Carolina, it 
was off to Blue Stone Quarry in Thomasville, about an hour and a half’s drive 
from DAN’s offices, to commence training and practise the HIRA assessment 
skills. This was followed by a visit to Horizon Divers in Key Largo, Florida Keys, 
for the first formal assessment as part of the HIRA implementation process in 
this region. It was agreed that this was an exciting new undertaking enforcing 
the DAN mission of preventing diving and non-diving related incidents and 
accidents and being able to identify and manage them should they arise. 

A visit to DAN Europe was the next step in advancing the HIRA 
programme internationally. The more theoretical and formal part of training 
was done at the DAN offices in Roseto, Italy, with a very motivated group of 
assessors eager to promote the programme to interested dive partners.

For practical training purposes, a visit to the nearby coastal town of 
Pescara (a popular holiday destination with Italians on the Adriatic Coast) 
was first on the map. An assessment of Acquatica Scuba, led by our team of 
professionals, was done and it emphasised all the important aspects that need 
to be considered and how the process is executed in reality.

The next two days were used for the new “recruits” to strut their stuff 
and practise their skills on HIRA assessments. A visit to Gruppo Nasim Dive 
Centre at Riva di Traiano, just outside of Rome, posed the ideal venue as this 
incorporated recreational and specialty diving, as well as technical diving and AD

all the aspects thereof. The use of an air-testing kit to evaluate air quality 
was one of the highlights for both the staff and new assessors. The ease with 
which the tool can be used, as well as the short time it takes to extract vital 
information and results, will lead to the tool becoming part of the standard 
HIRA programme in future.

Last up was the very well-organised dive training and research centre, 
Scuba Dolphin, in Rome. Firstly, the school itself was assessed, followed by a 
dive with the charter used to take out divers at Torvaianica. This provided the 
ideal opportunity to witness their boat and dive operations.

During our visits to all the different facilities, each one unique in 
their configuration and services on offer, we have come to appreciate that 
each assessment and the subsequent report need to be tailor-made and 
individualised to fit the specific centre.

The DAN HIRA programme has been accepted with open arms in all 
areas visited thus far and everyone involved in this initiative agrees that it 
is definitely a highly valuable step forward in preventing diving as well as 
non-diving related accidents and incidents, through empowering staff and 
operators with the knowledge to recognise and address possible hazards 
and the risks they may pose. This all works towards a better, safer and more 
assured diving experience.

WE AIM TO EMPOWER DIVE 
OPERATORS TO IDENTIFY 
HAZARDS.‘‘ The HIRA programme promotes a culture of safety.
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By John Lee and Matias Nochetto

NOTE: Many of the original questions and answers have been altered 
slightly to ensure confidentiality.

Q | I read on the Internet…

A | DAN frequently receives emails and phone queries that start off, “I read 
on the Internet …”. Unfortunately, the information garnered often lacks a 
reputable source. We live in a wonderful age in which answers abound and 
information is readily available. In the scientific and medical communities, 
source documentation, validation and peer review are considered necessary 
criteria for publication. DAN uses information from scientific and medical 
literature, such as journal articles and textbooks, as a basis for our responses. 
Our sources may also include seminars, workshops and case reports from 
researchers around the world. DAN’s responses therefore stem from published 
scientific literature or represent the prevailing expert opinion from our 
network of physicians and researchers. 

Recreational divers connect with DAN at various regional and national dive 
shows as well as through our Alert Diver magazine, dive shops and local dive 
events. What the recreational diving public does not see and may not be 
aware of is DAN’s attendance at medical conferences, workshops and other 
academic and professional events. DAN attends meetings of the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS), American College of Emergency Physicians 
(ACEP), Wilderness Medical Society (WMS), International Association of Dive 
Rescue Specialists (IADRS), European Underwater and Baromedical Society 
(EUBS), South Pacific Underwater Medicine Society (SPUMS), American 
Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS) and other national and international 
conferences. Attending these events allows DAN to keep abreast of the active 
research in dive medicine and support those efforts as a sponsor or research 
partner. Working at all levels of the diving and medical/research communities 
keeps us on the cutting edge, striving toward our vision of making every dive 
accident- and injury-free. 

Medical queries and answers
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A | What you are describing is not at all uncommon. Some people are very 
sensitive to changes in barometric pressure, and these changes can trigger 
dizziness. Although the cause of your student’s symptoms is difficult to 
determine without additional information, it may be related to asymmetrical 
stimulation of his inner ears. 

Whenever we equalise our ears, the middle ear receives small amounts 
of air through the Eustachian tubes to compensate for the barometric 
pressure on the outside of the eardrum. The middle-ear space lies adjacent 
to the inner ear, and changes in middle-ear pressure may influence adjacent 
inner-ear structures. The inner ear not only serves as an auditory organ, but 
also provides our brains with information about body position, movement 
and acceleration. When inner-ear stimuli are asymmetrical between the right 
and left ears, this can cause dizziness or even vertigo (sensation of spinning). 
When these symptoms result from a pressure differential between the ears, 
this is known as alternobaric vertigo.

A medical history of ear tubes is not necessarily a problem for divers, but it 
is possible your student may need additional time to equalise and may be at a 
higher risk of ear barotrauma (although his dizziness is not related to this risk). 

Advise your student to consult an ear, nose and throat (ENT) physician. 
It is not necessary to seek out a physician trained in dive medicine, as any 
ENT physician should be perfectly able to understand the stresses divers 
undergo. A consultation with an ENT physician may provide options that make 
equalisation easier and may help prevent injuries. Should the ENT physician 
have any dive-specific concerns, encourage him or her to contact DAN.

Q | I am an instructor with a student experiencing some equalisation 
difficulty. He is in his mid-20s and had tubes in his ears as a child. Though 
he has completed most sessions and dives without a problem, once while in 
the pool and once after an ocean dive he came to the surface and reported 
feeling dizzy. Both times I had him rest for a few minutes, and he seemed 
fine after that. Do you have any ideas about what might be causing this? 

Q | I have recently been diagnosed with gallstones. Can I continue to dive?

A | According to the National Institute of Health, some 700 000 individuals 
undergo gallbladder surgery each year in America. The gallbladder is a hollow 
organ closely associated, both physically and functionally, with the liver. Its 
primary purpose is to collect and concentrate bile, which is then introduced 
into the upper intestine to assist with digestion. Gallstones are commonly 
made up of cholesterol or bile salts and range in size from very small flakes to 
more than 5 cm in diameter. 

For divers, the primary concern with gallstones is the potential for acute 
symptom onset while underwater or in a remote location. When symptoms 
occur, they often include intense pain in the upper right quadrant of the 
abdomen, and may be accompanied by nausea and vomiting. 

Diving during an acute attack, or when an acute attack is possible, is not 
recommended. Individuals who have pre-existing gallstones or experience 
intermittent cramping or pain under the right side of the ribcage may want 
to strongly consider being evaluated prior to diving or remote travel. Surgical 
removal of the gallbladder (cholecystectomy) and stones is done routinely as 
a laparoscopic procedure (using small incisions and a camera). Patients are 
usually cleared for a return to diving following adequate healing and clearance 
by the surgeon and diving doctor. 

and answers
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CHAMBER PROFILE
By Dr Mike Marshall

OVERVIEw: 
St Augustine’s Hyperbaric 
Medicine and Wound Care Centre

DEstInatIOn: 
Durban, St Augustine’s Hospital

ChambER typE: 
Custom-built

tREatmEnt typE: 
O2 therapy

Dan suppORt: 
Chamber training 
& RCAPP

thE St Augustine’s Hyperbaric Medicine and Wound Care Centre 
at St Augustine’s Hospital (SAHMWCC) in Durban is the only 

hyperbaric medicine facility of its type on the eastern coast of Southern Africa. 
As such, it is the referral centre for most diving-related accidents over an 
extended coastline. This facility was established in November 2000 and, over 
the past 11-12 years, has successfully assisted a great number of injured divers.

The chamber is a South African-built, multi-place chamber certified to 
take 10 adults seated in the main lock and two adults seated in the entry 
lock. The chamber has a walk-in door into the main lock, allowing patients 
to either walk into the chamber or allowing the passage of a wheelchair or 
hospital bed into the chamber. This easy access is further facilitated by the 
sunken level of the chamber – there is just a small step from the unit floor 
to that of the chamber. A “traditional” round door separates the main lock 
from the entry lock – this is rarely used by patients, and is rather used for 
the at-pressure transfer of the technical or medical staff. Although the usual 
working pressure of the chamber is either 2.4 or 2.8 ATA, the chamber is 
certified to a pressure of 6 ATA.

Patients undergoing hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBO) breathe 100% 
oxygen, delivered either by a hood and neck-seal system or by an aviator-type 
mask. The patients are accommodated either in a seated or supine position, 
depending on their clinical status or the indication for their treatment. 
Communication between the chamber occupants and the chamber operator 
is provided by a number of systems. Verbal communication is achieved by an 
“open” microphone in the chamber, as well as a sound-powered phone used 
by the attendant. The operator can also visually monitor the occupants via the 
closed-circuit television camera or directly through the chamber portholes.

The unit is ideally situated with easy access to the St Augustine’s Hospital 
level one trauma unit and intensive care units. It also has direct off-road 

access. With this in mind, the chamber is equipped to treat ventilated “ICU 
status” patients, and has some experience in treating general medical 
emergencies as well as some extremely ill divers. A practical point in this 
regard is that at the SAHMWCC, the injured diver is first assessed in the 
hospital’s trauma unit. This facilitates the resuscitation and initial investigation 
of the patient in the most appropriate environment. Once it has been decided 
that recompression therapy is warranted, the diver is moved to the unit (two 
floors by lift) to continue the treatment.

Since commencing operations, the unit has completed 5 563 patient 
treatments, representing a total of 6 025 treatment hours. The majority of 
the patients treated at this unit have suffered from various acute or chronic 
medical conditions for which HBO is indicated, including thermal burns, crush 
injuries of the limbs, life-threatening anaerobic infections, chronic bone 
infections, bone and soft tissue injuries following radiation therapy and certain 
non-healing foot ulcers. In addition, the centre has treated numerous cases 

thE ChambER at st augustInE’s 
hOspItal In DuRban has bEEn aROunD 
fOR OVER a DECaDE anD has tEnDED tO 
many patIEnts REquIRIng hypERbaRIC 
OxygEn thERapy OVER thE yEaRs.

Various conditions have required HBO treatment in the chamber.
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level one trauma unit and intensive care units. It also has direct off-road 

access. With this in mind, the chamber is equipped to treat ventilated “ICU 
status” patients, and has some experience in treating general medical 
emergencies as well as some extremely ill divers. A practical point in this 
regard is that at the SAHMWCC, the injured diver is first assessed in the 
hospital’s trauma unit. This facilitates the resuscitation and initial investigation 
of the patient in the most appropriate environment. Once it has been decided 
that recompression therapy is warranted, the diver is moved to the unit (two 
floors by lift) to continue the treatment.

Since commencing operations, the unit has completed 5 563 patient 
treatments, representing a total of 6 025 treatment hours. The majority of 
the patients treated at this unit have suffered from various acute or chronic 
medical conditions for which HBO is indicated, including thermal burns, crush 
injuries of the limbs, life-threatening anaerobic infections, chronic bone 
infections, bone and soft tissue injuries following radiation therapy and certain 
non-healing foot ulcers. In addition, the centre has treated numerous cases 

thE ChambER at st augustInE’s
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fOR OVER a DECaDE anD has tEnDED tO
many patIEnts REquIRIng hypERbaRIC
OxygEn thERapy OVER thE yEaRs.

Various conditions have required HBO treatment in the chamber.
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of decompression sickness, including a wide variety of clinical presentations. 
Patients have ranged from divers who have simply omitted a safety stop, to 
severely ill divers with cerebral or spinal decompression sickness. The chamber 
has treated cases from the Transkei coast to as far north as Tanzania, including 
divers injured out at sea as well as those diving in local quarries.

The chamber has been certified (and re-certified in 2011) as being 
compliant with the requirements of the Recompression Chamber Assistance 
Partner Programme (RCAPP). This process involves regular servicing and 
maintenance of the various technical components of the chamber, ensuring 
medical and patient care standards are maintained, and providing for the 
health and safety needs of the staff.

The personnel who work at the SAHMWCC are all appropriately trained to 
work in this field of medicine. The personnel include:

 – Medical directors: Dr Michael Marshall and Dr Craig Springate
Both doctors are trained in underwater and hyperbaric medicine and they 
have years of experience in the fields of trauma, surgery and orthopaedic 
medicine. They have run the SAHMWCC since its inception and have years
of experience in treating dive-related problems.

 – Technical staff: Mr Tristan Manning and Mrs Taryn Purchase
Both are highly trained paramedics with a number of years of
emergency medicine experience and are also both trained chamber
attendants and operators. In addition, there are a number of “locum”
technical staff – predominantly paramedics who have successfully 
completed courses as chamber attendants and operators.

 – Administrative staff: Mrs V. Pillay
Mrs Pillay has a wealth of experience in dealing with medical funders and
insurers, including DAN, to assist patients.

As is common for hyperbaric medicine centres, the SAHMWCC has developed 
an active wound care facility that provides advanced wound management for 
a variety of chronic non-healing wounds. These wounds include venous stasis 
ulcers, diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers, poor healing surgical wounds, burn 
wounds, etc. All of the staff members participate in this side of the practice.

In addition, the SAHMWCC is quite involved in education. The medical 
directors not infrequently lecture to various medical and lay groups about 
diving accidents and their management. They also provide practical 
tuition on advanced wound care in the unit. The SAHMWCC is also used for 
training chamber attendants and operators. Successful students receive an 
internationally accepted certificate of competence that enables them to work 
in this field both locally and abroad. 

The unit also allows divers the opportunity of having supervised dives in 
the chamber. Called “jolly dives”, these dry dives allow divers to experience 
nitrogen narcosis and the effects of the pressure-volume changes at depth in 
a controlled environment. These dives also teach the local diving community 
about their nearest recompression facility and what to do should they need 
assistance in an emergency.

For more information about the SAHMWCC, please use the following 
contact details:
 (011) 266 4900 (DAN office hours)
+27 828 10 60 10 (DAN 24-hour hotline)
danmedic@dansa.org

The SAHMWCC is custom-built.
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AS a dedicated DAN Diving Safety Partner, Underwater Explorers decided 
to take safety to the next level, recently completing the Hazard 

Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA) programme. The programme 
encourages dive operations to become properly prepared to prevent and 
manage dive emergencies through established safety guidelines.

In the last edition, Alistair Downing of Underwater Explorers provided 
information about winter diving in Cape Town. In this edition, he shares his 
views about what the area has to offer in the summer months.

SUMMER DIVE SITES
On the Atlantic coast of the Cape Peninsula there are various dive sites which 
are mostly dived in summer, when the south-easterly wind blows offshore and 
cleans up the visibility, but brings cold water from the Benguela upwelling. 
Drysuits are recommended for boat dives, and 7 mm wetsuits for shore dives. 

On the far side of False Bay, south of Gordon’s Bay, are more summer dive 
sites, which are usually not as cold, but usually have poorer visibility.

SUMMER REEFS
Two reef sites on the Atlantic side worth looking at are Star Wall and Coral 
Gardens, which can be accessed either from Hout Bay or the waterfront.

Star Wall is a massive, vertical granite wall of about 25 m, extending 
for a length of over 50 m west to east. The bottom of the wall is located at            
32 m amongst large boulders and relatively low outcrops on the seaward side. 
Marine life is typical of the big reefs of the Atlantic coast. Walls, crevices and 
overhangs are covered with a wide variety of sponges, corals, ascidians and 
other invertebrates. The well-camouflaged sumo crab can frequently be seen 
here, often wearing a green moon sponge as a hat.

Coral Gardens is a granite boulder site about 19 m deep, and is rich in 
noble corals, small sea fans, sponges, soft corals, bryozoans and colonial 
ascidians. Also of interest are walking anemones, swarms of box jellyfish, and 
various nudibranchs – Mandela’s nudibranch is relatively common here.

ALISTAIR DOWNING OF UNDERWATER 
EXPLORERS SHARES SOME USEFUL 
SUGGESTIONS FOR GREAT SUMMER CAPE 
TOWN DIVING.

SUMMER WRECKS
In Hout Bay, two fishing boat wrecks, Aster and Katsu Maru, lie at about  
28 m. The wrecks support a large variety of marine life, and are both 
structurally fairly intact. Both wrecks can be visited on the same dive.

The 340 t MFV Aster was a South African registered lobster fishing 
vessel which was prepared as a diver-friendly artificial reef by cleaning and 
cutting openings into the structure before scuttling in Hout Bay on 
9 August 1997. 

The vessel is about 36 m long and the beam is about 8 m. The interior 
is generally very open, with almost no clutter of wreckage, but there are 
piles of silt in places. The engine room is quite crowded, but is also the 
most interesting compartment. Most doors are very narrow, about 600 mm, 
and most compartments have a window or porthole admitting light from 
the outside.

The wreck of the Aster lies to the north-east of the Katsu Maru, at a 
distance of about 30 m. 

The Japanese trawler Katsu Maru #25 struck an unidentified object 
and was damaged on the port side. While under tow to Hout Bay, the vessel 
flooded and it sank in the bay on 7 August 1978.

The wreck lies on its starboard side heeled at slightly more than 90°, 
imbedded in the flat sand bottom at a depth of around 27 m. The hull, about 
40 m long, is basically intact with a few holes rusted through, and still looks 
much like when it was afloat. 

Both wrecks are heavily encrusted with common feather stars and 
sponges, with good representation of colonial ascidians and hydroids. The 
rarely-sighted tasselled nudibranch (Kaloplocamus ramosus) has been seen 
here several times. Large rock lobsters lurk in the recesses, and rock crabs 
scuttle around amongst the encrustations of invertebrates.

CAPE TOWN
The DSP Travel 
Guide
By Alistair Downing
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Wrecks of the MV Aster 
and MV Katsu Maru.
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AlbERto FIoRIto DIscussEs thE 
ImpoRtAncE oF A DIVIng mEDIcAl 
ExAmInAtIon AnD somE oF thE moRE 
gEnERAl AIlmEnts thAt cAn bE 
consIDERED contRAInDIcAtIons FoR 
DIVIng.

Medical 
examinations 
for scuba diving
By Alberto Fiorito

thE scuba diving community is diverse – in gender, in age, and in 
general health condition. However, while there may not be a 

clear set of rules, as everyone would like, informing us of exactly how things 
should be, it is now standard procedure when beginning an underwater course, 
no matter what your level may be, to undergo a medical examination.

Usually, this medical examination is considered a problem, a burden, and 
a bother. Actually, it is an important moment, not just in one’s diving life, 
but also as a point of reference in one’s life. It gives the doctor the chance 
to assess the main physiological aspects of a person, and if the doctor is a 
specialist in the field, they can sum up, in specific terms, to have an overview 
of general factors and aspects which could constitute a risk when scuba diving.

Of course, the risk is minimal. We are well aware that, even though diving 
accidents can sometimes be serious, they are very rare and often caused by 
non-health-related causes. However, this result is also due to prophylaxis and 
control assisted by a medical examination.

In addition to general examinations of your health for diving and any 
surgical procedures, in particular your airways and hearing, it is also important 
to pay attention to your heart, lungs and blood pressure, and to check the 
mobility of the tympanic membrane and undergo a neurological exam.

Given that it is a medical exam for sport and leisure purposes, invasive 
procedures or procedures with surgical instruments are unnecessary. However, 
obviously, if the doctor has surgical instruments which could allow a further 
examination without being invasive, and without creating risk to the area 

examined, this allows for a more detailed investigation.
An important remark about the doctor carrying out the medical 

examination for scuba diving: Usually, it is safe to say that a doctor’s 
training covers a vast and comprehensive range of medical expertise, 
more than enough to evaluate how fit our organs are for scuba diving. 
However, it’s also true that being an expert in the field allows an evaluation 
sometimes decidedly different from the usual conditions or from a specific 
set of conditions. Here is an example to demonstrate this. For a doctor 
specialised in diving medicine, a normal tympanic membrane might look 
slightly red, caused by the stimulus of compensation. For an ear, nose and 
throat specialist who doesn’t have this kind of experience in diving, this 
could be a cause for stopping the procedure and beginning treatment.

For this reason, we consider it important to suggest that a fitness 
examination for scuba diving should be carried out by a doctor specialised in 
swimming or underwater activities, or by a doctor who is an expert in the field.

Now let’s look at the detail of the examination to help the reader get rid 
of any doubts they may have about their own fitness, always with the aim of 
highlighting how important it is to have these checks made in an objective and 
professional manner.

There are three types of contraindications for health reasons for 
underwater activities: absolute contraindications, relative contraindications 
and temporary contraindications. The first ones refer to those conditions 
which make it dangerous to go into the water. Amongst these, we would like 
to highlight two in particular, which are more frequently subject to questions: 
epilepsy and spontaneous pneumothorax episodes. Without going into too 
much detail, we can define epilepsy as a moment in which the brain goes 
through alterations, the nature of which is rarely considered, and these can 
provoke neurological symptoms, usually just briefly. In its most typical form, 
it manifests itself as a serious problem, during which the individual stops 
breathing for a minute and experiences quite serious paroxysms.

It is easy to see how if this kind of incident takes place underwater, the 
threat to the diver’s life would be too dangerous to cope with.
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EVEN THOUGH DIVING 
ACCIDENTS CAN SOMETIMES 
BE SERIOUS, THEY ARE VERY 
RARE AND OFTEN CAUSED 
BY NON-HEALTH-RELATED 
CAUSES. 
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The problems with this condition are most obvious in those individuals who 
suffered epileptic fits in childhood, followed the necessary treatment and 
after five years without a fit, they stopped treatment, as it was no longer 
recommended.

The current procedure tends to be that people with this condition are 
not considered fit for diving, despite the fact that really, each case should be 
considered separately. For spontaneous pneumothorax, what happens is that 
following a sudden increase in pressure in the lung, a small emphysematous 
bullae, usually congenital, bursts and the air in the pleural area causes a 
specific reaction. The fact that this can re-occur during a dive, and therefore 
make resurfacing very dangerous, is justification for not allowing people with 
this condition to dive, even though statistically the risk is minimal. The latest 
surgical techniques can eliminate emphysematous zones, identified with the 
necessary tests, but lung surgery is another reason why an individual would 
not be granted a diving fitness certificate.

The relative contraindications are represented by that series of conditions 
which are not themselves a cause for being declared permanently unfit for 
diving, but which deserve particular attention, as for example a request 
for more detailed medical examinations and reducing the duration of 
the medical certificate from three to six months instead of a year. Let’s 
look at three examples: asthma, hypertension and diabetes. An asthmatic 
person should be well informed about what an asthma attack really is, the 
precautions to take in case it occurs and especially what can trigger such 
an attack. Since it involves the bronchi, the danger with an asthma attack 
underwater is that there is an air trap in the resurfacing phase, something 
which can have disastrous consequences.

High blood pressure affects a large section of the population. As far as 
scuba diving is concerned, the danger is in the possibility that there may be 
unexpected changes in blood pressure during a dive.

To counter this inconvenience it’s a good idea for the person to stabilise 
his or her blood pressure levels with the necessary treatment. This also applies 
to people with diabetes.

The risk with diabetes is in its long-term effects, especially if it is not 
diagnosed for a while, or for those who have sudden changes in glycaemia 
levels, whether too high or too low. When the person finds his or her own 
personal balance, and knows his or her body well and how it reacts to different 
glucose levels or how to treat it, they will be able to enjoy the underwater 
experience and have no problems dealing with it.

In conclusion, temporary contraindications are those conditions which 
lead to stopping scuba diving for the time necessary to resolve the problem. 
For example, inflammation of primary airways, serious ear problems, but above 
all, pregnancy, a period in which it is absolutely forbidden to dive.
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AftER bEIng stung by A stRIpED 
EEl cAtfIsh, A DIVER ExpERIEncED 
ExcRucIAtIng pAIn AnD swEllIng thAt 
lAstED foR DAys.

INCIDENT 
INSIGHT
By Dr Hermie Britz

stung by a 
striped eel catfish

A meeting with a striped eel catfish rudely interrupted a DAN member’s 
diving holiday in Zanzibar.

thE IncIDEnt
The diver was walking on the beach when she saw a fish that had washed 
up on the shore. She tried to put it back in the water but was stung when 
she picked it up. She immediately experienced severe pain and reported the 
incident to the manager of the dive centre at the hotel.

The dive centre immediately called the DAN Southern Africa hotline for 
assistance as the pain had spread to the diver’s entire hand by this stage. 
There was a small laceration inside her middle finger (about 1 cm in size) and 
her fingers had a purple and bluish colour beneath the skin. Her fingers were 
swollen and the pain was intense. The dive centre was also unsure if a barb 
was still present in the wound. By then it was an hour after the incident had 
occurred and the diver rated her pain as 10/10 and said it felt as if her hand 
was paralysed due to the pain.

The immediate advice was to put the affected hand and limb in hot 
water (as hot as the diver could tolerate). A strong analgesic, which the dive 
centre had on the premises, was also administered orally. The diver was 

then transported by road to the nearest hospital in Stone Town to consult a 
physician for more definitive treatment. 

Two and a half hours after the incident, en route to Stone Town, the 
pain had spread and affected the entire right arm. The arm and hand were 
immobilised and elevated.

On arrival at the hospital, the doctor assessed the diver and a local 
anaesthetic was administered in the form of a nerve block. This is done with 
lidocaine (also known as lignocaine) – the same type of local anaesthetic used 
by dentists. The pain relief was significant. An intravenous line was put up 
and she received analgesia via the line. Her vital signs were monitored and an 
antibiotic prescribed to prevent infection.

Although the diver returned to the dive centre the next day, she did not 
dive again. She was doing much better and was able to smile again, but she 
was still in pain and her fingers were swollen and very red.

On return to South Africa she consulted a diving medical physician for 
an evaluation (this was 10 days after the incident). Two of her fingers were 
stiff and she could not bend them; this interfered with her work, as she could 
not type. She still experienced pain, but it was not as bad as before. She was 
worried about the stiffness.
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An ultrasound and X-rays were done of the hand; this ruled out any 
abnormalities. Active mobilisation and physiotherapy was suggested with the 
use of anti-inflammatory drugs.

Three weeks after the injury the diver could happily report that her hand was 
much better. It was still slightly swollen, but she had full movement of all her 
joints and the pain had disappeared. “I am very happy about this,” she reported.

by thEn It wAs An houR 
AftER thE IncIDEnt hAD 
occuRRED AnD thE DIVER 
RAtED hER pAIn As 10/10 
AnD sAID It fElt As If hER 
hAnD wAs pARAlysED DuE 
to thE pAIn.

‘‘

Image by Morné Christou.

stRIpED EEl cAtfIsh 
The striped eel catfish, also better known as the coral catfish or marine catfish, 
is native to the Indo-Pacific Ocean where it can be found in coral reefs, river 
mouths and the open sea.

Plotosus lineatus (striped eel catfish), of the family Plotosidae (eel-tailed 
catfish), is a member of the order Siluriformes (catfish), of which most are 
bottom-dwellers. The name of the fish derives from the soft, harmless sensory 
barbels, which usually occur on the snout. The sensory barbels are used to 
seek and detect food. The catfish does not have scales. The skin is smooth 
and slimy, and it contains a toxin. Young catfish are normally found in schools 
of up to 100 fish, but adult catfish occur in smaller groups of about 20 or are 
solitary. The striped eel catfish is the only fish of its kind that is found in coral 
reefs under overhanging rocks, where they forage in the sand for food. 

This catfish has a cylindrical body with a flat tail, giving it an eel-like 
appearance. The body is darkly coloured with white or yellow stripes and 
four pairs of whiskers along the snout. The stripes change colour and become 
increasingly lighter in shade in older adult fish.

There is a sharp spine on the point of the dorsal fin that can cause injury. 
The spine also has various barbs that penetrate tissue when the catfish 

Ten days after the incident.
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exercises self-defence. It is very difficult to remove these spines. Injuries are 
mostly inflicted inadvertently when fish are removed from nets.

Catfish are bred in certain parts of the world for food purposes, for 
example in Africa, Asia, Europe and North America. In Central Europe it is also 
presented as a delicacy on certain public holidays and festivities.

CLINICAL PROFILE
Pain is surely one of the most distinctive symptoms after an injury. The pain is 
described as unbearable and throbbing, and it spreads proximally up the limbs. 
The wound is usually relatively small, and the level of pain is out of proportion 
to the size of the wound. The surrounding area can take various colours, from 
white (ischaemia), blue (cyanosis) to red (hyperaemia). Swelling and oedema 
may also occur, as well as secondary infection. A systemic reaction may occur, 
which can include the following: cramps, sweating, fasciculation, and to a 
lesser extent, peripheral neuropathy, lymphadenopathy, fainting, oedema, 
weakness, hypotension and respiratory distress.

TREATMENT
First aid
The most important intervention is pain control. Effective pain relief will 
immediately improve the patient’s co-operation and help to calm him or her.

General basic principles must be applied as for any other stings caused by 
poisonous and venomous types of marine life.
– Basic resuscitation must be the priority, where the ABCs of life-support

functions are applied.
– Place the injured limb in a container or vessel filled with very hot

water. The water must be as hot as the patient can bear without causing
burn wounds. Keep the limb in the container as long as possible and
keep the water temperature constant.

 – Obtain advanced medical assistance as quickly as possible. This is 
extremely important for all stings caused by poisonous types of marine life.

Important
Never use the following as they can increase toxin concentration and 
exacerbate tissue damage:

 – Tourniquets
 – Pressure bandages

Do not make incisions in or around the wound; this can lead to secondary 
infection.

Elevation of the injured limb may be difficult due to immersion in hot 

water. Note that immersion in hot water is prioritised above elevation.

Medical treatment
Pain relief is the first priority. This can be done by applying local anaesthetic 
around the wound with plain lignocaine or bupivacaine. Never use local 
anaesthetic containing adrenaline because this can increase the concentration 
of the toxin and cause vasoconstriction, which may worsen tissue damage. In 
addition, ensure at all times that local anaesthetic is injected only into the 
tissue and not intravascularly.

It is important to note that systemic analgesics can only be administered 
by a medical doctor as side effects can occur, for example respiratory 
depression, lowering of blood pressure, nausea and vomiting. This can make 
it difficult to distinguish between medicinal side effects and the systemic 
effects of the toxin.

 – Administer an anti-tetanus shot.
 – Clean the wound thoroughly with an antiseptic agent.
 – Immobilisation and elevation of the injured limb is important.
 – An X-ray can be taken to ascertain whether part of the spine or barbs 

remained in the tissue.
 – If a wound does not heal, always keep in mind the possibility that foreign 

material remained in the tissue.
 – The routine use of antibiotics is not recommended.

PREVENTING STINGS BY POISONOUS/VENOMOUS MARINE LIFE
 – Exercise caution when fish are handled or when fish are removed from 

nets or taken off hooks. Do not pick up unfamiliar fish. Injuries usually arise  
from defensive behaviour rather than offensive behaviour on the part of  
the fish.

 – Do not tease or feed marine animals.
 – Never extend a hand under a rock or into a crevice between rocks if the 

whole area is not in direct view.
 – Carefully and thoroughly dispose of fish remains. Remaining bits of the 

spines are very hard and as sharp as shards of glass, and can remain on the 
rocks for a long time. They still contain toxins and can continue to cause 
serious and painful injuries.

THE PAIN IS DESCRIBED 
AS UNBEARABLE AND 
THROBBING, AND IT 
SPREADS PROXIMALLY UP 
THE LIMBS. 

‘‘
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THE STRIPED EEL CATFISH IS 
THE ONLY FISH OF ITS KIND 
THAT IS FOUND IN CORAL 
REEFS UNDER OVERHANGING 
ROCKS, WHERE THEY 
FORAGE IN THE SAND FOR 
FOOD. 

‘‘
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exercises self-defence. It is very difficult to remove these spines. Injuries are 
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Elevation of the injured limb may be difficult due to immersion in hot 

water. Note that immersion in hot water is prioritised above elevation.
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Pain relief is the first priority. This can be done by applying local anaesthetic 
around the wound with plain lignocaine or bupivacaine. Never use local 
anaesthetic containing adrenaline because this can increase the concentration 
of the toxin and cause vasoconstriction, which may worsen tissue damage. In 
addition, ensure at all times that local anaesthetic is injected only into the 
tissue and not intravascularly.

It is important to note that systemic analgesics can only be administered
by a medical doctor as side effects can occur, for example respiratory
depression, lowering of blood pressure, nausea and vomiting. This can make
it difficult to distinguish between medicinal side effects and the systemic
effects of the toxin.
– Administer an anti-tetanus shot.
– Clean the wound thoroughly with an antiseptic agent.
– Immobilisation and elevation of the injured limb is important.
– An X-ray can be taken to ascertain whether part of the spine or barbs 

remained in the tissue.
– If a wound does not heal, always keep in mind the possibility that foreign 

material remained in the tissue.
– The routine use of antibiotics is not recommended.

PREVENTING STINGS BY POISONOUS/VENOMOUS MARINE LIFE
– Exercise caution when fish are handled or when fish are removed from 

nets or taken off hooks. Do not pick up unfamiliar fish. Injuries usually arise 
from defensive behaviour rather than offensive behaviour on the part of 
the fish.

– Do not tease or feed marine animals.
– Never extend a hand under a rock or into a crevice between rocks if the 

whole area is not in direct view.
– Carefully and thoroughly dispose of fish remains. Remaining bits of the 

spines are very hard and as sharp as shards of glass, and can remain on the 
rocks for a long time. They still contain toxins and can continue to cause 
serious and painful injuries.

THE PAIN IS DESCRIBED
AS UNBEARABLE AND 
THROBBING, AND IT 
SPREADS PROXIMALLY UP
THE LIMBS. 
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REEFS UNDER OVERHANGING
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ON-SITE NEUROLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR DIVERS
(Prerequisite: Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries)
Learn how to conduct a neurological assessment on a potentially 
injured diver in this course. The information gained in this 
assessment can help convince a diver of the need for oxygen fi rst 
aid, and help a dive physician determine the proper treatment. 

ADVANCED OXYGEN FIRST AID FOR SCUBA DIVING INJURIES
(Prerequisite: Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries)
This advanced-level programme is designed to train existing DAN 
oxygen providers to use the MTV-100 or a bag valve mask while 
providing care for a non-breathing injured diver.  

DIVE MEDICINE FOR DIVERS
(Prerequisite: DEMP and NEURO)
When you want to know more than just basic fi rst aid techniques, 
Dive Medicine for Divers is your next step. Ultimately, more 
knowledge and a better understanding of how our bodies react 
to the pressures and stresses of diving lead to safer dives as we 
understand our limitations and the limitations of the situation. 

DIVING EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROVIDER PROGRAMME
Learn the knowledge and skills from several courses in one single 
approach to dive emergency management. 

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATION COURSE
To become a DAN instructor, you must complete the DAN Instructor 
Qualifi cation Course (IQC). Instructor candidates will complete a core module 
that offers more information about DAN and explains how to teach DAN 
programmes. Candidates will then complete the course module for each DAN 
training programme they are interested in teaching. 

INSTRUCTOR TRAINER WORKSHOP
This programme teaches scuba diving instructor trainers to teach the DAN 
Instructor Qualifi cation Course and train DAN instructors. Only DAN staff 
members and examiners can offer this programme. 

OXYGEN FIRST AID FOR SCUBA DIVING INJURIES
As a recreational diver, you can receive training to provide 
vital fi rst aid that can make a difference to a scuba diver with 
decompression illness. The DAN Oxygen Provider Course provides 
entry-level training in the recognition and management of 
possible diving-related injuries using emergency oxygen fi rst aid. 

FIRST AID FOR HAZARDOUS MARINE LIFE INJURIES
Serious hazardous marine life injuries are rare. Most divers 
experience minor discomfort from unintentional encounters 
with fi re coral, jellyfi sh and other marine creatures. This course 
teaches divers to minimise these injuries and reduce diver 
discomfort and pain. 

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATORS FOR SCUBA DIVING
More than 10% of all dive fatalities are actually caused by 
cardiovascular disease, according to DAN dive accident and fatality 
statistics. This course teaches divers and other interested parties 
to provide care for sudden cardiac arrest including the use of an 
automated external defi brillator (AED). 

BASIC LIFE SUPPORT COURSE
The DAN Basic Life Support (BLS) course will not only train divers 
and non-divers to resuscitate an injured person with a circulatory 
arrest, but can also prevent a person from getting in that 
condition. External bleeding, choking and shock can lead to severe 
circulatory and respiratory problems. The DAN BLS course will 
prepare you to react in the correct way when accidents happen.

FIRST AID COURSE
The DAN First Aid course represents training designed to educate 
people with a CPR/BLS certifi cation in providing fi rst aid to adult 
victims with non-immediately life-threatening injuries. Although the 
course was designed to be taught together with the DAN BLS course, 
it can also be offered as an extra module to those who already have 
a DAN BLS or other BLS certifi cation, respecting ERC (European 
Resuscitation Council) guidelines. In a real accident situation, fi rst aid 
skills are the next step after providing effective BLS.

DAN Training & Education
Courses offered

Entry-level courses

Intermediate courses

Advanced courses

Combination courses

Leadership programmes

Contact a DAN instructor in your region to take any of these courses. 
A full list of instructors is available from DAN-SA on 0860 242 242
or www.dansa.org under training.

DAN Training goes digital!
Some courses are now available digitally.
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Participants of the DAN Chamber 
Attendant and Chamber Operator course.

ThE Prodivers facility in the Maldives is serious about dive safety 
but realised a long time ago that things can go wrong even 

when safety comes first. The well-being of the diver is their main priority and 
therefore they decided to set up their own recompression chamber facility, with 
an on-site hyperbaric medical team. The chamber has been up and running 
since 2006 and offers an additional safety aspect to normal dive operations. 
The chamber staff members are always on standby, serving not only the local 
resorts, but also the numerous live-aboard and safari boats that venture up into 
the northern atolls of the Maldives.

Kuredu Island Resort is the home of Prodivers and is a PADI 5-Star 
Instructor Development Centre. Kuredu is located at the northern tip of the 
Lhaviyani atoll – an area famous in the Maldives for its abundant marine life. 
Kuredu provides an excellent base from which to explore over 45 dive and 
snorkel sites, catering for those discovering the underwater world for the first 

time, and those looking to take their diving and snorkelling experiences to 
the next level. Staggering amounts of fish life and a wide variety of dive and 
snorkel sites are literally outside your bungalow. Prodivers is one of the largest 
dive operators in the Maldives with dive centers on three separate islands, 
offering an incredible choice and variety.

At the beginning of July 2011 DAN, together with Prodivers, held the 
Chamber Attendant and Chamber Operator course on Kuredu. The aim was 
to train people how to safely tend to an injured diver in the chamber and to 
operate the chamber. People came from near and far in the Maldives to join 
the course. A total of eight participants joined the course that was presented 
by DAN. The intense and action-packed course ran over six days, including 
theory and a lot of practical application.

Hannah, Sebastjan, Hussein and Michael represented Prodivers and made 
up the largest group participating in the chamber course. Altogether five 
different chambers were represented by the group. Even though the course 
covers very serious matters and materials, there was a nice bond of friendship 
and camaraderie amongst the students. The resident European diving doctor 
was also involved with the course and presented some lectures and practical 
applications.

The chamber has a dual lock and is capable of treating up to two injured 
divers comfortably. The chamber was designed to ensure that it is safe and 

In ThE MalDIVEs, PRoDIVERs Is onE 
of ThE laRgEsT oPERaToRs, wITh a 
chaMbER locaTED on KuREDu IslanD.

Chamber 
Profile
By Morné Christou

oVERVIEw: 
Prodivers Chamber Facility

DEsTInaTIon: 
Maldives, Kuredu Island

chaMbER TyPE: 
Air-filled dual lock

TREaTMEnT TyPE: 
O2 therapy

Dan suPPoRT: 
Chamber training & RCAPP

This facility was assessed in 2005 and 
2010 under the DAN RCAPP.
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THE CHAMBER IS CAPABLE 
OF TREATING UP TO 
TWO INJURED DIVERS 
COMFORTABLY.

‘‘

AD

reliable to operate. This chamber, like many others, is pressurised by using a 
high-pressure bank system which is air-filled. The chamber facility does not 
have any advanced medical support equipment available (e.g. ventilators and 
syringe drivers), but is able to provide oxygen therapy to injured divers.

There are many topics that can be discussed when talking about 
chambers, but one of the most important aspects is the chamber safety 
briefing. For safety and comfort there are several important points that all 
persons undergoing hyperbaric treatment or exposure must be aware of. 
Different briefings exist, but the following briefing was compiled to comply 
with current guidelines. Put yourself in an injured diver’s shoes for a moment 
and imagine you are receiving the briefing below.

Fire and oxygen safety: The safety of the diver and attendant during the 
treatment is paramount. For this reason there are a few rules to adhere to:

1. All occupants must wear only 100% cotton clothing as supplied by the facility.

2. All sources of ignition are banned from the chamber; this includes anything 
that may produce heat or a spark such as lighters, matches, hand warmers, 
wind-up toys and battery-powered items.

3. To further reduce the risk of fire, potential fuel sources are kept to an absolute 
minimum. Therefore each occupant must familiarise himself or herself with 
the banned substances list. Of particular concern are cigarettes, newspapers, 
loose powders, oils and greases (this includes such things as hair gel/hairspray, 
perfumes/aftershaves and make-up). There are limits placed on the amount of 
books and magazines allowed inside the chamber, therefore it is advisable to 
speak to a member of staff prior to the treatment to find out what is allowed. 
Another consideration when taking magazines into the chamber is to check that 
the magazines do not have any additional materials with them such as sachets 
of perfume and so on. Lastly, it is important to clear any items taken into the 
chamber with a member of staff before the treatment starts.

Other points to note: Below is a list of other miscellaneous points of 
interest on the general experience of being in a hyperbaric chamber:

1. If you feel claustrophobic you can discuss this with the doctor prior to your 
treatment and you will be offered the chance to sit in the chamber with an 
attendant or the doctor without it being pressurised to give you an idea of 
what it is like.

2. You will hear various sounds during your treatment such as hissing and 
whirling – this is entirely normal and nothing to be worried about. You may 
ask the attendant during your treatment, who can explain in detail what the 
noises are.

3. You may find that the temperature in the chamber can change dramatically during 
your treatment from very warm during the initial pressurisation to quite cold in 
the last few minutes of the treatment (during depressurisation). Again, this is 
normal and we have the ability to cool the inside of the chamber at your request 
and will provide you with a cotton blanket if you find it uncomfortably cold.

4. If you are breathing through a mask during your treatment you may find that 
your mouth gets dry. This is due to the oxygen being filtered and dried prior 
to entering the mask system. Drinks are available during the treatment, which 
will help prevent your mouth drying excessively.

5. You may feel that your voice has changed when inside the chamber or that 
you sound “funny” (like Donald Duck!) when you speak. This is due to the air in 
the chamber being much denser than outside and will only last while you are 
inside the chamber.

6. If you are wearing a hood tent please do not put it on until instructed to do so by 
the attendant. The attendant will usually fit the hood for you; this is because the 
hood-tent system requires the attendant to turn on the flow of oxygen.

Individual safety: Due to the nature of the treatment there are some points 
all occupants must take into account before the treatment starts:

1. Just like with scuba diving, never hold your breath at any time. This can cause 
serious injury, so just breathe normally.

2. It is important to equalise your ears often during the descent phase of your 
treatment (this is at the beginning of the treatment). The chamber attendant 
and doctor will inform you and advise you on proper equalisation techniques 
prior to your first treatment. You may find that you need to equalise every few 
seconds. It is important to be proactive with equalisation and not to wait for 
any pain or discomfort before equalising. If you do feel any ear or sinus pain 
or discomfort raise your hand and inform the inside attendant immediately so 
the descent can be stopped so as not to cause any injury to your ears and to 
allow you to equalise a little more. If you equalise by pinching your nostrils 
and blowing you should do this gently as this can cause injury to your ears. If 
you are suffering from a cold or other such illness, please inform a member of 
staff as this may affect your ability to equalise. If you suck sweets to help you 
equalise please swallow or remove the sweet from your mouth prior to putting 
on the treatment mask or treatment hood tent.

3. Breathing pure oxygen under pressure can have some rare side effects such 
as visual disturbances, ringing or noises in the ears, nausea, muscle twitching, 
irritability, dizziness, and in extremely rare cases, convulsions. If you feel any of 
these symptoms or feel unwell in any way during your treatment please inform 
the attendant. If you have any breathing difficulties, excessive coughing or 
chest pains, please inform the attendant or, if after treatment, the duty doctor. 
The doctor will inform you of other potential side effects of oxygen, which are 
less common than the ones listed above.

Finally, please follow all the instructions given to you by the chamber staff. 
This will allow the treatment to run smoothly and effectively without any 
undue delay. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask either the 
doctor or any member of staff.

We hope that the overview of the chamber safety briefing has given you 
some insight into the procedures to consider before starting any chamber 
treatment. If you ever have the misfortune of ending up at a chamber facility 
to be treated you will know what to expect before the treatment starts.

With islands and dive centres scattered throughout the Indian Ocean, from 
Lamu in northern Kenya, to the spice island of Zanzibar, the exquisite Bazaruto 
archipelago off Mozambique, and the Seychelles and Mauritius further to the 
east, Africa surely has some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Rest 
assured that we are constantly trying to improve the safety of diving in these 
areas and provide the best possible assistance to DAN members when needed 
the most.
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Nuts & Bolts
By Francois Burman

WE haVE ouR caRs sERVIcED REgulaRly, so Why not 
ouR REcompREssIon chambER facIlItIEs? aftER 
haVIng spEnt sEVERal yEaRs assEssIng VaRIous 
chambERs all aRounD thE globE, Dan has DEVElopED 
thE nuts & bolts chambER maIntEnancE tRaInIng 
couRsE to hElp chambER staff WIth maIntEnancE.

servicing chambers

The Nuts & Bolts Chamber Maintenance 
Training course provides chamber staff 
with everything they need to know about 
efficient maintenance as well as hands-on 
skills training.
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INthe last issue of Alert Diver, we shared with you the launching of
the new IDAN chamber maintenance training course. This is an

initiative that focuses on empowering chamber technicians and general
staff members, based at remotely located yet essential hyperbaric medical
centres, to be able to take better care of their facilities through simple
servicing and inspection activities.

From our risk assessments of over 100 facilities around the diving world 
we found the following, somewhat concerning, trends:

While something specialised like proper oxygen cleaning of piping systems 
and control equipment before these are exposed to high levels of oxygen is 
perhaps understandable, who feels really confident entering a chamber where 
the fire-extinguishing system is not tested regularly to be sure it will work if it 
is ever needed?

So, what we need is a well-constructed maintenance plan; one that does 
not imply an unaffordable budget, and the basic skills to go with this.
There are a few important facts to consider as to why we should pay attention 
to this essential safety issue. I mean, we all have our cars serviced regularly, 
don’t we? This is partially because motor vehicles represent a substantial 
investment to us. However, more importantly, we do not want to either put 
ourselves or our families at risk from accidents due to a breakdown or failure, 
or find ourselves stranded just when we really need to be somewhere else!

This holds the same for a recompression chamber facility. Any breakdowns 
or failures can result in a compromise in the medical care we are trying to 
provide, or render the facility unavailable to someone in need, or even cause 
injury or death to our patients or staff members.

Repairs usually have a habit of being required at very inconvenient times, 
and we all know that a rushed repair is a very expensive repair. And for those 
who have invested heavily to provide the facility, denying treatment to an 
injured diver means loss of revenue. Many of these remote facilities survive 
on only a few treatments a year, and being shut or unavailable due to poor 
maintenance is inexcusable!

The greatest reason for all of this lies not in the unwillingness of staff 
manning these centres. While financial considerations do play a role, we have 
found that there are really two primary reasons.

Firstly, finding appropriate training on the rather unique assembly of 
equipment and machinery making up a treatment facility has been, up until 
now, almost impossible. And secondly, figuring out exactly how to string along 
a series of checks, tests, inspections and basic servicing techniques to cover a 
complete facility appears to be a rather daunting task, even to those who have 
had some training.

DAN has the perfect springboard from which to launch a corrective 
plan to address all of these shortcomings, concerns and needs. Our reviews 
and assessments provided us with all the clues, and we have spent the past 
two years putting together a programme that can instruct any willing staff 
member to play a useful role in taking care of the equipment that they are 
responsible for.

The Nuts & Bolts Chamber Maintenance Training course, offered to 
support our RCAPP participants, provides the facility with all the information 
that they need to establish a comprehensive, planned and effective 
maintenance programme, together with hands-on skills training to ensure that 
the staff know how to implement all the activities. This is offered on-site, so
that the skills relate to the actual equipment that the facility has, rather than a
generic series of equipment, instruments and controls.

So, we are able to provide two of the key elements of competence: 
training and a degree of hands-on experience. Then it is up to the chamber 
owner, medical director or facility manager to ensure that the skills are put 
into place before declaring the staff member competent.

Best of all, DAN remains available to provide on-going advice, input and 
updates! We want to remain as a part of the team so that the hype of the 
course is not lost in the “mists of time”.

Since inception, we have provided maintenance training on-site in Zanzibar, 
Utila (Honduras), Gdynia (Poland) and Holland, we are planning engagements 
in 2012 with the SA Navy and the Institute of Aviation Medicine, we are 
hosting a full programme to the Caribbean RCAPP participants in late July, 
and we will have a regular commercial offering several times a year in North 
Carolina (USA). 

By now the Southern African diving public should realise that DAN-SA 
has made, and continues to make, a significant contribution to the foundations 
of international dive safety – providing valuable technical support to our 
treatment facilities so that they can be better prepared to assist us when we 
have divers in need. 

WE ARE ABLE TO
PROVIDE TWO OF THE
KEY ELEMENTS OF
COMPETENCE: TRAINING
AND A DEGREE OF HANDS-
ON EXPERIENCE.

‘‘
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No maintenance at all 66%

No maintenance training 88%

No checking of depth gauges 67%

No testing of fire-protection systems 84%

No leak testing of piping 70%

No idea of oxygen cleaning 95%

No oxygen analyser calibration 74%

No air-quality testing 85%

No testing of chamber safety valves 73%

No cleaning of particle filters 87%
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LEE GRIffIths DIscussEs what DIVERs can ExpEct 
at REmotE REcompREssIon chambERs, anD 
Dan’s assIstancE to thE chambERs thRouGh 
thE REcompREssIon chambER assIstancE anD 
paRtnERshIp pRoGRammE.

REMOTE 
RECOMPRESSION 
CHAMBERS
are they any good?
By Lee Griffiths

If you dive for long enough you will ultimately hear of divers 
becoming bent, and more often than not, what you 

hear will not necessarily be the full story. It may be exaggerated or it may 
exclude key facts. This is especially true when you hear stories of divers 
treated in foreign countries or remote locations. These regions seem to do 
things differently from how we may expect things to be done at home. The 
question is: Is this the way things should be done?

Okay, so we can say that health systems vary greatly from one country 
to another, and unless a person has adequate insurance, they may not have 
access to these facilities at all. Look at it this way: If a person travels to a 
foreign country, what makes them entitled to free health care? The answer is 
nothing. Even if countries have a complete social health care system, it will 
not be free to tourists and visitors. So the first thing we need to ensure is that 
we have proper insurance that covers us for the kind of diving we will do. 

Well, that’s the lecture about insurance over with. Now let’s look at 
what we can expect from a hyperbaric chamber in a remote area. The first 
thing to note is that not all chambers are the same. What we mean by this is 

that not only do they differ in what they look like or how many people they 
can accommodate, but also in what they specialise in. You will find that if 
you are diving near a big city, and they have a chamber there, that chamber 
may specialise in hyperbaric oxygen and therefore may run daily hyperbaric 
treatments for conditions not related to diving. You may find that these 
chambers are quite large, based in a hospital and that they do not treat that 
many divers, so may seek advice before treating you. But don’t worry, this is 
usually nothing more than a phone call.

When we look at remote resort chambers, most are based in a simple 
clinic (not in a hospital). These chambers often only treat divers and can have a 
wealth of experience in treating DCI. They are often small chambers designed 
for two or three people at most (often known as deck chambers as they can 
be former commercial diving chambers which are used on the decks of diving 
barges). They should all be staffed by competent, trained attendants and 
operators. Most of the staff members that work at these chambers are from 
the local diving community and are trained as attendant operators. These 
chambers are still under the control and guidance of a qualified and licensed 
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CHAMBERS THAT ARE
AFFILIATED WITH DAN
THROUGH THE RCAPP
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
AND TRAINING THAT DAN
PROVIDES. 

‘‘
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doctor. If they are not then it may be worth going elsewhere if it’s possible!
DAN has been working hard over the past few years to assist these 

chambers through the Recompression Chamber Assistance and Partnership 
Programme (RCAPP). Chambers that are affiliated with DAN through the RCAPP 

take advantage of the technical assistance and training that DAN provides 
which generally means that they are fit for the intended purpose and have been 
visited and inspected by DAN. These chambers often heavily promote this (it’s 
in their interest to be seen as safe). 

If you need to stay in a hospital after your treatment, and many chambers 
will arrange this as a precaution, it is often arranged with a local hospital 
that the chamber is affiliated with. It may mean that the hospital will bill 
your insurance separately from the chamber, which may cause a few minor 
complications with communication if the insurance company is not made 
aware that the hospital is a different company. 

So, although a remote chamber may seem small or in a bit of a rundown 
part of town, these chambers can have a lot of experience and support which 
will ensure that you receive the best treatment available. Chambers affiliated 
with the DAN RCAPP are considered safe and are staffed by persons who have 
received appropriate training. Even so, we hope you don’t need to use them on 
your next trip!

Chambers in remote areas can be quite safe if associated with the DAN RCAPP.
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FREEDIVING EQUIPMENT HAS 
GONE THROUGH DECADES OF 
REFINING TO PRODUCE MODERN, 
SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT 
THAT OFFERS THE FREEDIVER 
THE ULTIMATE IN SAFETY AND 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.

Breath-Hold
Diving
By Dr Rob Schneider

Part 2

“Less is more, freedom is ultimate!”
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paRtone of this series introduced us to the concept and overview 
of this most invigorating subject of breath-hold diving. 

In this part, we continue to delve further and investigate the equipment 
that is used in practising this activity. All sports and active pursuits innately 
attract the use of equipment and the application of science and technology 
for improvement, enjoyment, safety and expansion. Breath-hold diving is no 
exception and a myriad of different gadgets, gimmicks and useful equipment 
have been spewed forth from the fertile minds of designers and inventors 
alike. The onslaught of modern technology and the glittering array of fancy 
goodies can never detract from that most nascent entity of breath-hold diving 
– immersion of the human body in water while holding one’s breath, and the 
experience of ultimate freedom that it is imbued with. Without further ado, let 
us look at the equipment used in breath-hold diving.

BaRE mInImum
Breath-hold diving at its most quintessential requires very little in fact, and 
at its most basic level there are only two requirements. A body of water is 
essential, and variation in this regard is noted. Sea water or freshwater, the 
open ocean or a large tub, choice will determine which. A human body with 
factory-fitted mind is the second requirement. Desire and passion in a person 
to want to hold their breath and immerse themselves underwater fulfils the 
basic needs. Therefore, a human being with a certain degree of fitness and a 
body of water will espouse breath-hold diving. This then is breath-hold diving 
in its most pure form. In reality, this is seldom practised anymore, except 
maybe by the skin divers in the South Sea Islands and other areas where divers 
literally dive naked into the water and swim down while holding their breath 
to achieve whatever goal they have set themselves. Truly the bare essentials!

BasIc EquIpmEnt
In this current day when one considers breath-hold diving, there are certain 
types of equipment that instantly spring to mind. These items are common to 
all types of breath-hold diving and used in varying degrees.

Protective/barrier devices: Breath-hold divers use wetsuits frequently, 
and the diversity available is reflected in the diversity used. One-piece and 
two-piece wetsuits are used most often, with form-fitting and streamlining 
appearing to be important considerations. The thickness of the wetsuit is 
matched to the water temperature and personal comfort of the wearer, and the 
use of hoodies, gloves and booties follows a similar pattern. Aside from the 
obvious thermal benefits that wetsuits offer, there is also the aspect of skin 
protection from the elements, underwater structures and naturally occurring 
potential hazards. Jellyfish stings are painful, potentially lethal, and don’t do 
much to enhance the natural skin tone of exposed skin. With regard to styling, 
colouring and markings, individual preference is the casting vote.

Propulsion devices: Fins provide that extra power and speed that is 
needed for staying under the water for maximum purpose in the relatively 
short time periods that breath-hold diving viably allows for. Traditional-
type fins are used, but longer, stiffer and narrower bladed fins are often the 

preferred choice. These types of fins give more speed with a better economy of 
movement, which is important in prolonging the diving activities.

Visualisation devices: The refraction of light underwater unfortunately 
affects the vision of humans when opening their eyes while submerged, and 
leads to a rather blurred vision. As if that was not enough, stinging and burning 
of the eyes can occur in sea water and chemically-treated freshwater. For 
these obvious reasons, masks and goggles are frequently used to overcome 
these difficulties. Goggles can only be used for surface and shallow diving as 
they can’t be equalised while diving deeper (which would save on precious 
air). Masks can be equalised, allowing them to be used to greater depths, but 
incurring the necessity to “waste” air. To reduce the air thieving that occurs 
when equalising a mask, low volume masks are the preferred device to be used. 

Buoyancy devices: The human body is generally positively to neutrally 
buoyant in water, more so in sea water, with variation while breathing in and 
out at the surface. A wetsuit is positively buoyant and keeps one floating but 
impedes the progress of getting down to depth. The deeper one goes, the less 
the effect, but substantial energy is wasted to overcome this. Earlier in breath-
hold diving, proponents would use rocks to help them get down to depth. The 
more modern approach is to use weight belts, wrist weights and even neck 
weights to overcome this positive buoyancy. Ideally, the breath-hold diver 
is slightly negatively buoyant to maximise energy conservation while diving 
down. An important consideration is that weighting devices need to be easy-
release so that they can be readily dumped in an emergency situation. 

BREath-holD DIVIng at 
Its most quIntEssEntIal 
REquIREs VERy lIttlE In 
Fact.

‘‘

Fluid goggles are filled with a saline solution and have special lenses.
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dive computers that measure depths, times, temperatures and a myriad of other 
useful (or useless) information can even be regarded as almost indispensable; 
nose clips free up a hand that would otherwise be engaged in equalisation 
manoeuvres; underwater lights and torches help to illuminate the underwater 
environs at night or at darker depths; underwater cameras grant the satisfaction 
of posterity guardianship; knives bring a sense of security in direct proportion to 
their size and number of serrations; and spearguns, with all their tempestuous 
paraphernalia, separate the hunters from the gatherers and evoke the ire of the 
green. It is self-evident that even breath-hold divers, for all their emphasis on the 
purity of their activity, at times succumb to the lure of materialism.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
Suffi ce it to say, every sport has its specifi c toys, and breath-hold diving is no 
different. The mainstay of such device use is in the more extreme or sport 
forms of free diving. For the sake of brevity and clarity, let us discuss three 
such devices.

Monofi n: This is a specialised type of fi n which has a wide single blade 
and two foot pockets. It emulates the tail fi n of cetaceans and the method of 
use is called the dolphin kick. Speeds of up to 12 km/h have been obtained 
while wearing it and it is believed to have a good energy-used-to-speed ratio 
for breath-hold diving.

Fluid-fi lled goggles: These are goggles fi tted with special lenses and 
fi lled with saline solution, thus obviating the need to equalise a mask space 
and thereby avoiding precious air loss, but still allowing adequate visualisation.

Weighted sled: A weighted device that a freediver can hold onto while 
descending to depth, which then helps to conserve energy as little is expended 
on the descent. Depths for the sled can be pre-confi gured for record attempts. 
The ascent is then made with balloons, air lifts or own steam. Depth gauges 
and timing devices are generally incorporated onto the sleds.

This concludes our discussion on the equipment used in breath-hold diving and 
hopefully sheds a little light on this oft misunderstood passion. In the next 
edition we will entertain a little physics and fl ash a smidgeon of physiology as 
it pertains to breath-hold diving. Stay prescribed!
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Safety devices: Some of the above-mentioned devices, by their nature or their 
abandonment, act as safety devices. Additionally, there are devices that are 
employed specifi cally for this. Safety lines attached to buoys on the surface, 
and possibly with additional lines attaching the diver to the safety line, are 
commonly used. This provides surface visible markers for and of divers, as well 
as aids to descend and ascend on. Divers in varying degrees, depending on 
risk acceptance by said divers, employ various infl atable sausages, emergency 
lights, whistles and such like devices. Float lines and fl oat devices can also 
be viewed as safety devices in terms of spearfi shing. Perhaps one of the most 
effective and often overlooked safety devices in breath-hold diving is the dive 
buddy or safety diver. A vigilant, trained and adaptable dive buddy can mean 
the difference between a campfi re story and an untimely demise.

Adjunctive devices: Several adjunctive devices are routinely utilised 
to enrich the whole breath-hold diving experience. Some devices add to the 
experience, some bring an element of practicality, others improve the comfort, 
and yet others are merely for pure vanity’s sake. Breath-hold divers use snorkels 
at times, especially spearfi shermen while on the surface looking down for fi sh; 

AD

Monofi ns allow 
freedivers to reach 
greater speeds.
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HOW A CONGENITAL LUNG DEFECT
LED TO A CASE OF PULMONARY
BAROTRAUMA IN A YOUNG DIVER WHO
WAS UNAWARE OF THE DEFECT’S
EXISTENCE, AND WHO IGNORED
WARNING SIGNS AFTER A DIVE.

DAN Recipe
Ginger Biscuits

By Sel-Marie Pereira

500 g soft butter 
500 g golden syrup
6 large eggs 
15 g bicarbonate of soda  
125 mℓ milk

METHOD
Sift the first five ingredients together. Pour the sugar into 
this and mix well. Beat butter, syrup and eggs together. 
Dissolve the bicarbonate of soda in the milk and mix this 
with the syrup mixture. Now mix the dry ingredients with 
the syrup mixture. Leave mixture overnight in the fridge, 
covered with Glad Wrap.

Preheat your oven to 200˚C. Divide mixture into 
balls – an ice-cream scoop works best as you get equal 
sizes – and place on a baking tray with balls about 10 cm 
apart. Bake one tray at a time in the middle of the oven. 
Turn your oven to 180˚C when you put your first tray in 
and bake for about 15-17 minutes. Take out of the oven, 
remove from tray and place on a cooling rack.  After the 
biscuits have cooled down, place them in an airtight 
container.
Adapted from Nettie Cilliers’ Klein Koekies Blikke Vol!.

INGREDIENTS
1.5 kg self-rising flour
15 mℓ crème of tartar 
15 mℓ mixed spice 
30 g ground ginger (90 mℓ) 
1 kg brown sugar 

A warm baking welcome to all our members. In this issue we will be making
ginger biscuits. This is a wonderful recipe for busy people who are not willing to
compromise on great flavour! This recipe is also ideal for people who suffer from
seasickness, as ginger has been shown to be effective in controlling nausea.

DR OCTO

Edna Titenfisch
Gateway to Dr Octo

DR OCTO UNDER PRESSURE

Sorry! Dr Octo isn’t
available right now.

He’s been under 
a lot of pressure

lately and needs to
de-stress.
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DAN Products

Reversible 
Beanie
Imported from DAN Europe, this beanie is reversible 
with a grey and black option on the reverse side.

Member price: R81.94
Non-member price: R88.50

Fox Rescue Emergency 
Tool
This dive tool is useful for cutting a variety 
of items in emergency situations.

Member price: R93.77
Non-member price: R101.27

This dive tool is useful for cutting a variety 

DAN Sweater 
Designer wear imported from Italy.

Member price: R695.89
Non-member price: R751.56

Designer wear imported from Italy.

DAN Europe 
Backpack
A stylish yet handy backpack to store 
various items.

Member price: R293.71
Non-member price: R318.35

DAN Europe Oxygen Unit
This high-quality, waterproof case 
with automatic pressure adjustment 
valve, foldable handle, O-ring and 
four heavy-duty latches, offers 
the best protection for your 
oxygen materials. Comes with 
a pre-cut foam insert (for a 43 
cm cylinder).

Price: R1 940.00

Oxygen Unit
This high-quality, waterproof case 
with automatic pressure adjustment 
valve, foldable handle, O-ring and 

First Aid Backpack 
Keep all of your essential fi rst aid supplies in one place with this well-designed 
backpack. It has storage compartments for all fi rst aid components plus an 
open storage area for additional supplies. 

It also includes an adjustable padded pouch with Velcro backing, designed 
to fi t a standard oxygen cylinder. This allows you to upgrade to the standard 
fi rst aid backpack with a full oxygen unit.

Contents:
– Anti-burn gel
– CELOX – haemostatic granules
– First aid pack
– Eye pad
– DAN oronasal resuscitation mask
– Pen light – examination light
– Ice pack
– Instant disposable hot pack
– Instant ice spray (150 mℓ)
– Isothermic rescue blanket
– RASOIO
– SAM splint
– SAM fi nger splint
– Basic blood pressure gauge 

with stethoscope
– 20 mℓ irrigation syringe
– Thermometer

Member price: R2 392.63
Non-member price: R2 584.04
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First Aid Kit 
Extended 
Care
This large diver’s fi rst aid kit is 
developed by DAN for both the 
recreational and professional 
diver. It contains not only the 
same materials as the standard DAN fi rst aid kit to 
disinfect and treat injuries which may occur during dive 
trips, but also includes an oronasal resuscitation mask, SAM 
splint, anti-burn gel, ice spray, hot packs, emergency blanket, 
thermometer and a stethoscope.

The kit comes in a waterproof case with the DAN logo. 
Internal nylon bags make it possible to easily fi nd the fi rst aid 
material you need. 

Contents:
Wound Cleaning/Management
1 x 20 mℓ irrigation syringe
1 x 20 mℓ eye wash
10 x alcohol-free wipes
Dressing/Bandaging
10 x butterfl y suture strips
16 x wound strips 3.8x3.8 cm
4 x wound strips 7.6x2.5 cm
1 x 18x18 cm dressing
2 x 12x12 cm dressings
2 x eye pads
1 x conforming gauze bandage 7.5 cmx4.5 m
1 x elastic bandage 7.5 cmx4.5 m
1 x 1.25 cm adhesive tape
1 x triangular bandage
Member-price: R1 921.81
Non-member price: R2 075.55

ALL ORDERS CAN BE PLACED AT YOUR NEAREST 
DIVE SCHOOL OR WITH DAN-SA ON 0860 242 242

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 14%.

Scuba Sight Mirror 
 – Identify and solve problems without having to surface.
 – Inspect cylinder valves and hoses, do a “bubble check” or adjust a

leaking mask.
 – Spot divers above you on a crowded line.
 – Locate a dive buddy behind or above you.
 – Use as a signal mirror at the surface.

Specifi cations:
Material: Shatterproof acrylic
Size: 7.6 cm²
Strap: Marine bungee cord
Refl ectivity: 85-90%

Member price: R85.10
Non-member price: R100.50

For more information on this product visit www.scubasight.com

LED Light Stick
The Light Stick is small, lightweight and easy to carry. It has 
one super-bright LED to light up the China-patented 
poly-lumen tube for low light underwater. It is 
water-resistant to 300 m, has a long playing 
life time of up to 36 hours and is 
operated with three alkaline 
button cell (LR44) batteries 
(which can be replaced). Available 
in green or red.

Member price: R70.03
Non-member price: R75.63

DAN 
Provider 
T-Shirt 
This shirt is perfect for those early 
morning dives.

Now on SALE for R91.20

Summer 
Jacket for 
Men 
Designer wear imported from 
Italy.

Member price: R810.88
Non-member price: R875.75

Tools/Instruments/Other
1 x EMT shears
6 x safety pins
1 x cold compress
5 x instant disposable hot packs
1 x isothermic rescue blanket
1 x infectious waste bag
2 x latex gloves (pairs)
1 x resuscitation barrier device
1 x DAN oronasal resuscitation  
 mask
1 x SAM splint
1 x anti-burn gel
1 x pen light – examination  
 light
1 x stethoscope
1 x instant ice spray (150 mℓ)
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Nudi Divers • 083 747 8567

Ocean Comocean • 012 997 5374

OCEAN DREAMERS   
012 345 1020 • www.oceandreamers.co.za

Oceanic Six Divers • 087 751 0533

Plan D Scuba Adventures • 011 442 6511

PREST-IGE  DIVE  SCHOOL   
011 823 4553 • www.prest-ige.co.za

REEF  DIVERS   
012 460 9229 • www.reefdivers.co.za

SANDTON  SCUBA   
011 463 2201 • www.sandtonscuba.co.za

Scuba Addicts • 082 746 8825

SCUBA Q   
011 811 1101 • www.scubaq.co.za

SCUBAVERSITY   
011 958 2419 • www.scubaversity.co.za

SCUBA  WORLD  INTERNATIONAL   
082 458 1551 • kevin@scubaworld.co.za

SHARED  VIZ  SCUBA  DIVING  CLUB   
011 546 2364 • www.sharedviz.co.za

Timeout Scuba • 011 431 2963

TWIN  PALMS  SCUBA   
011 454 1722 • www.twinpalms.co.za

Two Bar Scuba • 012 348 9078

Wild About Diving • 082 806 9612

Xplorer Scuba • 011 913 3529

2  DIVE  4  SCUBA   
011 795 3518 • www.2dive4.co.za

Adventures4Christ • 012 998 4994

Aquamania • 083 236 5855

Aqua Zoo Scuba • 011 768 6504

Blue Reef Divers • 021 567 5659

Bubble Tech Scuba • 082 341 2224

BUD  &  CATH’S  SCUBA  ACADEMY   
011 609 6924 • www.fintastic.co.za

Clear Vision Scuba • 082 374 7791

Deep Blue Scuba Diving • 082 725 3125

Deep Ocean Diving • 082 379 0778

Dive Southern Africa • 082 456 7626

Diving World • 011 894 2706

EAST  RAND  SCUBA CC   
083 604 2266 • www.eastrandscuba.co.za

FROGGIE  FEVER  CC   
012 347 1238 • www.froggiefever.com

Instructor Training Academy • 082 440 9071

INTENSE  ADVENTURES  (PTY)  LTD   
011 555 9283 • www.intenseadventures.co.za

KYALAMI  SCUBA   
082 469 4699 • www.kyalamiscuba.com

Lonehill Dive Club • 079 468 3982

Ment-A-Scuba • 079 563 4259

MEYERTON  SCUBA  DIVING  CLUB   
016 362 2043 • msdc@rsn.co.za

NAUTI-DUCK  DIVERS   
082 809 8353 • herrie@vodamail.co.za

Alan Prior • 084 360 8663

ALPHA  DIVE  CENTRE   
021 854 3150 • www.alphadivecentre.co.za

Cape Scuba Club • 082 850 2992

Down South Scuba cc • 021 788 7616

Iain’s Scuba School • 021 701 2138

Indigo Scuba Diving Centre • 083 268 1851

Into The Blue • 021 434 3358

Learn To Dive Today • 076 817 1099

OUTDOOR  FOCUS   
046 624 4432 • www.outdoorfocus.co.za

DAN Business Member Directory

KWAZULU-NATAL

EASTERN CAPE

GAUTENG

BUDDY  SCUBA  DIVING  ADVENTURES   
083 296 2525 • www.buddyscuba.co.za

Divers Deluxe • 082 384 2623

IANTD  (SA) • 082 650 2279 

Scuba Rebels • 013 235 4366

MPUMALANGA

2nd Breath Scuba Diving • 039 317 2326

Africa Blue • 031 568 1240

ALIWAL  DIVE  CHARTERS   
039 973 2233 • www.aliwalshoal.co.za

AMORAY  DIVING   
083 252 9448 • www.amoraydiving.com

Calypso Diving Ushaka • 031 332 0905

Catherine’s Dive School • 031 765 4718

Club Venture • 032 942 8071

WESTERN CAPE

NORTH WEST
Potch Scuba • 018 293 1930

FREE STATE
Bloemfontein Sub Aqua Club • 051 446 3396

Scuba-Licious • 011 658 1207
Dive With Options • 035 788 0167

Diversions Adventures • 083 650 6515

Diving in Africa • 076 747 9805

Let’s Scuba Dive • 083 474 7206

Ocean Active Dive Charters • 031 813 5655

Reefteach • 035 571 0231

SEA  ESCAPES   
082 853 2905 • www.seaescapes.co.za

SODWANA  BAY  LODGE  SCUBA  CENTRE   
035 571 0117 • www.sodwanadiving.co.za

The Shoal • 039 973 1777

Triton Dive Charters • 082 494 8761

UNDERWATER WORLD   
031 337 5586 • www.underwaterworld.co.za
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DAN Business Member Directory

INTERNATIONAL
MOZAMBIQUE
Azura Retreat @ Gabriels • 00 258 293 84087

BARRA  LODGE   
00 258 820 941890 • www.barraresorts.co.za

Dive Morrungulo • 00 258 847 16661

JEFF’S  PALM  RESORT   
00 258 842 391100 • www.jeffsmoz.com

Kwalala Lodge • 00 258 265 20214

LIBELULA  LDA   
00 258 823 042909 • www.divelibelula.com

OCEANA  DIVING   
00 258 848 478110 • oceanadiving@cosmiclink.co.za

PAINDANE  DIVE  CHARTERS   
082 372 9926 • www.divepaindane.com

PARQUE DE MALONGANE   
00 258 847 544734 • www.parquedemalongane.com

Simply Scuba Dive Charters • 011 678 0972

WHITE  PEARL  RESORT  PONTA  MAMOLI   
035 592 8100/01 • www.whitepearlresorts.com

NAMIBIA
DANTICA  DIVING  &  ADVENTURES   
00 264 61 248842 • www.danticadiving.com

TANZANIA
ONE  OCEAN  THE  ZANZIBAR  DIVE  CENTRE   
00 255 784 750161 • www.zanzibaroneocean.com

Rising Sun Dive Centre • 00 255 774 440885/4/3

Zanzibar Watersports • 00 255 774 15660

Maties Underwater Club • 021 808 4678

Old Mutual Sub Aqua Club • 084 448 1601

Pisces Divers • 021 782 7205

Reef Divers George • 044 873 6762

Scuba Academy • 079 083 7654

UNDERWATER  EXPLORERS   
021 556 9548 • www.underwaterexplorers.co.za

KEY:                DAN Business Member Platinum Status           DAN Business Member Gold Status           DAN Training Centre           DAN Diving Safety Partner
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In a dive
emergency
CALL

TOLL FREE

0800 020 111 
from INSIDE South Africa

OR

+27 828 10 60 10
+27 10 209 8112

from OUTSIDE South Africa
MISSION
The primary mission of DAN, a non-profi t organisation, is to provide emergency medical advice and assistance 
for underwater diving injuries, to work to prevent injuries and to promote dive safety. Second, DAN promotes 
and supports underwater diving research and education particularly as it relates to the improvement of dive 
safety, medical treatment and fi rst aid. Third, DAN strives to provide the most accurate, up-to-date and unbiased 
information on issues of common concern to the diving public, primarily, but not exclusively, for dive safety. DAN is 
your dive safety association.

VISION
Striving to make every dive, accident- and injury-free. DAN’s vision is to be the most recognised and trusted 
organisation worldwide in the fi elds of recreational diver safety and emergency services, health, research, and 
education by its members, instructors, sponsors, and recreational diving community at large.

DAN PUBLICATION PHILOSOPHY
Alert Diver Southern Africa is a forum for ideas and information relative to dive safety, education and practice. Any  
material relating to dive safety or dive medicine is considered for publication. Ideas, comments and support are  
encouraged and appreciated.  

The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those advocated by DAN. While every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of information and reports in the Alert Diver Southern Africa, the publisher does not accept 
any responsibility, whatsoever, for any errors, omissions, or for any effects resulting therefrom. As to the best of 
the publisher’s knowledge, contributors have not indulged in plagiarism. Although the utmost is done to avoid such 
occurrences, the publisher will not be held responsible for the contributors’ or writers’ indulgence in plagiarism. No 
part of this publication may be used or reproduced in any form, without the written permission of the publisher. 

DAN is a neutral public service organisation that attempts to interact with all diving-related organisations or 
persons with equal deference. 

Alert Diver Southern Africa is published for the diving public, and is not a medical journal. The use and 
dosage of any medication by a diver should be taken under the supervision of his/her physician. Alert Diver 
Southern Africa is a biannual publication, published by Divers Alert Network Southern Africa, DAN Building, Rosen 
Offi ce Park, Cnr Invicta and Third Roads, Halfway Gardens, Midrand, South Africa. 

SUBMISSIONS 
Submissions of articles and photographs for publication are welcome, but the publisher, while exercising all 
reasonable care, cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage. All due care will be taken with submitted 
material. Alert Diver assumes no responsibility to return unsolicited editorial or graphic material. All material will 
be subjected to Alert Diver’s unrestricted right to edit any submission received, and the owner thereby consents 
that the publisher may publish the material in any other media as deemed necessary. Please ensure that your 
material is sent to altertdiversa@dansa.org or to Alert Diver Magazine, Private Bag x  197, Halfway House 1685. 
Images should be 300 DPI and should be accompanied by a caption and the name of the photographer. Copyright 
© 2012 by Divers Alert Network Southern Africa. All rights reserved.

International Contact details
DAN AMERICA (INTERNATIONAL 
HEADQUARTERS) 
1-800-446-2671 Toll-Free 
+1-919-684-2948 General Inquiries 
+1-919-490-6630 Fax 
+1-919-493-3040 Medical Fax 
Diving Emergencies 
DAN America 
+1-919-684-9111 
+1-919-684-4326 (accepts collect 
calls) 
DAN Latin America 
+1-919-684-9111 (accepts collect 
calls) 
Non-Diving Emergencies & 
TravelAssist Services 
1-800-326-3822 (1-800-DAN-EVAC) 
+1-919-684-3483 (Call collect if 
outside the USA, Canada, Puerto 
Rico, Bahamas, British or U.S. Virgin 
Islands) 

DAN EUROPE 
+39-085-893-0333 
+39-085-893-0050 Fax 
Diving Emergencies 
DAN Europe 
+39-06-4211-8685 

CEO Francois Burman
Medical Director Dr Jack Meintjes
Assistant Medical Director Dr Hermie Britz
Special Projects and Marketing/

DAN DSP Co-ordinator Morné Christou
Hotline Support Laurel Reyneke
DAN Annual Membership 

Administrator/Accounts Sel-Marie Pereira
DAN student, Temporary

and Business Membership 
Administrator/DAN Website/ 
Training Dept. Administrator Toni Krige-McQuillen

Medical Offi cers Dr Cecilia Roberts
Dr Gary Morris
Dr Isabel Reader
Dr Louis van Heerden
Dr Lourens de Kock
Dr Mike Marshall
Dr Rob Schneider

Editorial Management, 
DesignWrite

Quality Assurance, Layout 
www.designwrite.co.za

& Production 

Publisher DAN Southern Africa

Additional Contributors Alberto Fiorito
Alistair Downing
Cormac McCreesh
DAN Medical Team
DAN Team
Guy Thomas
Lee Griffi ths
Michael Hindley

DAN JAPAN 
+81-45-228-3066 
+81-45-228-3063 Fax 
Diving Emergencies 
DAN Japan 
+81-3-3812-4999 

DAN ASIA-PACIFIC 
+61-3-9886-9166 
+61-3-9886-9155 Fax 
Diving Emergencies 
DES Australia 
1-800-088-200 (within Australia) 
+61-8-8212-9242 (outside 
Australia) 
DAN / DES New Zealand 
0800-4DES111 
Singapore Naval Medicine & 
Hyperbaric Center 
6758-1733 
DAN Asia-Pacifi c - Philippines 
(02) 632-1077 
DAN Asia-Pacifi c - Malaysia 
(05) 681-9485 
DAN Asia-Pacifi c - Korea 
(010) 4500-9113 
DAN Asia-Pacifi c - China 
+852-3611-7326

DIVERAlert
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for underwater diving injuries, to work to prevent injuries and to promote dive safety. Second, DAN promotes 
and supports underwater diving research and education particularly as it relates to the improvement of dive 
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Parting Shot gives you a chance to share your interesting dive stories and images with us. 
Have you encountered a rare or exciting activity underwater and captured it? Has an underwater event just added that something extra to your dive 

and you have a photo? If so, all you have to do is send through your high resolution image (300 DPI) along with your story (including a brief description of 
your creature, location of dive site and pertinent photo information) and contact details to partingshot@dansa.org and your submission could appear in the 
next edition of Alert Diver!

All images submitted for the Parting Shot become the property of DAN.

Dynamic Training
PARTING SHOT

AlertDIVER 49Spring 2012

DAN member Cormac McCreesh submitted this edition’s Parting Shot. This is his story:

Vilanculos is the gateway to the Bazaruto Archipelago. The old harbour provides shelter to various dhows and fishing 
vessels and contains the rusting hulks of ships that were once operational before the Civil War. Viewing the sunset 
from the old harbour wall is a special experience, especially just after a thunderstorm. The sunset lights up the sky 
and it seems as if the clouds are on fire, illuminating the sea below and casting the shapes of the vessels in dark relief.‘‘
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